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ANT A" FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 42.

SANTA FE, N. M., WEDNESDAY. MARCH 29, 1905.

THE MEETING

FEDERAL GRAND JURY
HAS BEEN DISMISSED.

NEW MEXICO BUILDINGS.

AT ESTANCIA
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Valley Working
Bring in Settlers.

,

H. H. Llewellyn has made the following statement In this connection:

to

The People Are

Enthusiastic Over

pects fer Fruit Grawing end
eral

have seen in the
"Beyond what
papers I know absolutely nothing
about the alleged purposes of the federal authorities to place any such
evidence before the grand jury. In
any event no such evidence will be
placed before the present grand jury,
for the very simple reason that that
jury has ceased to exist. Its work was
completed at the end of last week and
it has been discharged.
So far as I
know there is nothing in our statutes
to permit of the ordering of a special
grand jury, although the government
probably has that power If it cares to
exercise it. However, I know nothing
officially, or privately, of any such
purpose on the part of the federal au
thorities."
I

GREAT POSSIBILITIES
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ENORMOUS

If the Interstate Commerce committee is going to prefer charges against
Santa Fe Railway for alleged rebates
it will have' to wait for a few months
as the federal grand jury has been dismissed. United States Attorney W. Is Wanted by

Development Association of the
Hard

NO. 33.

"

the Japanese

Be-

fore Peacs Can Be Brought
About.

FIGURES

STAGGERING

Tie Sum Named Is $800,000,000 and
the Russians Art
Cenditions

Rigorous.

The Estancia Valley Development
Paris, March 29. Although official
information is lacking, It is- asserted
Association is doing all in its power to
in well Informed circles that Japan
get settlers to come to that section of
has intimated to Russia that peace
the country, and its iOfforts are graduconditions will be severely rigorous
ally bringing results. At a meeting of
and that Japan will not be responsible
the association held in Estancia on
to the recent plea to Japanese mag
Monday a great deal of enthusiasm
A number went
was manifested.
nanimity. In particular It is aald that
down from Santa Fe and all expressed
Japanese indemnity figure Is
and this stupendous sum has
NO TROUBLE TO SELL
agreeable surprise at the conditions
NEW MEXICO LANDS proved so staggering to Russian
found. J. F. Wielandy, of Santa Fe,
that it is the chief cause why
addressed the association on the care
MAIN BUILDING OF COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC 'ARTS AT MESILLA PARK.
and possibilities of fruit. He dwelt
About 1,800 acres of land near Lake peace preliminaries do not advance to
wood were purchased last week by a decisive stage.
mainly on the grape. He said that the
It is Now Up to Japan.
soil of the Estancia Valley was ex
people from Illinois and Kansas. The
HAVE CONFIDENCE IN JAPAN.
St."
Petersburg, March 29. The Asceedlngly well adapted to grape cul
party came down from their northern
ture and advised those who cared to,
homes to Investigate and when they sociated Press is in a. position to anThe Conservative
English People
to put in a small vineyard and con
saw the rich, mellow soil and Tne ar- nounce that a step in the direction of
Throw Aside Usual Conservatism
vince themselves and others of this
tesian water so near the surface, they peace has actually been taken. Russia
and Subscribe to Loan.
fact. The grape best suited to this
were more than satisfied and did not has indirectly made known to Japan
London, March 29. That portion of
section of New Mexico, and which has
hesitate about investing their money. a negative condition upon which peace
the Japanese loan of $150,000,000
been shown to be immune from that
They also bought a number of lots In may be concluded; namely, no conces
which was allotted to London was well
sion of territory and no indemnity,
devastating insect, Phylloxera, is, so Commander-in-Chie- f
Linevitch so oversubscribed within an hour of the Czar's Committee Considering the town of Lake wood.
A. Skaer, of Kansas,
said Mr. Wielandy, the Brighton. This
W.
has
leaving Japan to determine whether
purtotime
of
the
opening of the banks
can be begun upon that
States After Inspecting the
160
and
Cox.
A.
chased
a
Conflict
E.
acre
of
negotiations
ranch
Phase
grape is of the hardy variety and
Every
day. For an hour before the doors
does not need a covering during the
The
land Is situated about three miles basis. No reply from Japan has yet
Second
of
crowded
the
of the Situation.
Army.
opened throngs
people
winter in New Mexico. David L. Misouth of Artesia. Mr. Skaer also be-- J reached the Russian government.
vicinity of the issuing houses, and
ller suggested the planting of blue
came
Japan Received the Warning.
the owner of a house and lot in
throughout the morning a steady flood
March 29. It is stated
Artesia.
Washington,
grass, elm trees and cottonwood trees JAPANESE
ADVANCING
or applicants,
among whom were RUSSIA IS FOR PEACE
that Japan has received urgent warnHe said that wi'h the soil and abund
H.
week
J.
last
Jr.,
Beckham,
paid
many women, taxed the extra staffs of
ance of water which the people of the
$9,000 to John R. Hodges for a 320 ing from a neutral power to beware of
the
establishments engaged to
miles from all offers of mediation from any govacre
Estancia Valley had at their disposal Fighting at the Front Almost Stepped deal banking
farm, one and one-hal- f
j
with the rush.
Prominent Diplomat Says Government Artesia. The farm has a fine artesian ernment and to insist upon direct nethere was no reason why they should
and Only a Few Skirmishes BeSubscriptions to the Japanese loan
is Inclined to Pacific Measure But
well upon it and is In shape to be Im gotiations with St. Petersburg.
not be successful in the raising of
at 2:30 p. m. when it had been
closed
tween Sharpshooters Reported.
these. He also advised against large
cultivated.
mediately
Continues to Prepare for War.
An Intermany times oversubscribed.
EXPLOSION IN SUBWAY TUNNEL.
farms. The reason for this is that the
esting feature was the fact that many
IS
PLANT
UNIDENTIFIED
majority of people who come to the
St.
March 29. Chief of of the applications were received from
St. Petersburg, March 29. Russia's
POISONING THE CATTLE. Uptown Train Gets Beyond Control of
west for a home are in only comfort Staff Petersburg,
Karkevitch telegraphs from the the continent, indicating a change of attitude was described today by
Motorman and Crashes Into Obon the ranges of Otero
cattle
The
able circumstances as regards this front
today that no change has taken views regarding Japanese financial prominent diplomat as follows: "The and Chaves Counties are
struction at Station.
world's goods, and that to attempt to
suffering
in the positions of the armies. stability. It is said that large sub
s now for peace but con from a sickness similar to that progovernment
care for a large farm is beyond their place
The Russian sharp shooters on March scriptions came from Germany.
tlnues to prepare for war." The whole duced by the loco weed. W. A. Coe,
New York, March 29. There was a
means. A small farm of ten to twenty 26 were
The issuance banks estimate thai situation with reference to the
in' conflict with a force of
prose the well known ranchman who lives heavy explosion In the Subway tunnel
irri
tended
well
and plentifully
acres,
at
the Japanese loan has been oversub cution of the war is being carefully
Japanese infantry and cavalry
northwest of Alamogordo, reports that at the corner of 168th Street and
gated, will bring larger and quicker Khouanchiline.
The commander-jn- scribed at least ten times.
considered from every point of view he has seen a number of animals so Broadway today where the tunnel Is
returns on the investment than one of
in
And
America.
General
Also
has
chief,
Linevitch,
inspect
by the commission sitting under the affected, and he thinks the sickness 120 feet below the surface of the
double the number of acres poorly ed the second
New York, March 29. Subscriptions
and found the
of Grand Duke Nicholas must be due to some weed which is as street. The fire apparatus and extra
presidency
tended and only half irrigated. George troops to 'be in army
to the American half of the new Nicholaievitch, Inspector
excellent spirits.
--W. Harbin, of. Waterloo,
general of yet unidentified. There is no loco weed police were summoned. The uptown
Iowa, reiter
Russians Evacuate Chaoumiadzi.
$150,000,000 Japanese loan were form the navy.
phase of the situation in that district, consequently it cannot Subway train which had been emptied
Every
ated Mr, Miller's statements and add
St. Petersburg, March 29. A tele ally opened today. The syndicate man
Mnllitary, naval, financial, transporta be attributed to that. If the malady of its passengers at 157th Street and
ed further that it was not at all neces
from Gunshu Pass, dated March agers found themselves overwhelmed
gram
sary for the people of the valley to 28, says that the Russians have evac- with applications. Wherever possible tion, Siberian, and diplomatic, is be proves to be serious or becomes epl was run to 168th Street to be switched
ing covered. The commission's re demic experts will be sent for to inves across to the downtown tracks, got bego to the great expense of sinking ar uated the railroad station at Chaoumipreference will be given to small in- port Is expected to be ready for sub
tesian wells or installing expensive adzi,
yond the control of the motorman and
tigate the matter.
forty miles below Gunshu Pass, vestors, whos applications have come mission to the Emperor in about ten
Mr.
that
said
ran
into a pile of construction material
Harbin
pumping plants.
and that the Japanese are advancing. by mail and telegraph from all parts days.
SPECIAL SAFETY BRAKES
168th Street station. The cars
in
the
there was plenty of wind and that the
if
of the country. What proportion,
Sighted Thirty Warships.
ARE ABSOLUTELY SURE jumped the track and caught on fire.
water was near enough to the surface
March 29. The any, of the loan will be allotted to
Durban, Natal,
POLAND MAY GET REFORMS.
An engine on the switchback from It was reported that some powder
"to allow the irrigating for a ten or British
steamer
which arrived French investors has not been dis
Dart,
Cloudcroft Jumped the track last week, which was to be used In digging the
twenty acre farm to be done entirely here today from Rangoon, reports hav closed.
The Emperor of All the Russlas Has but fortunately the train was going tunnel was Ignited and exploded.
by wind mills. This fact alone is, ac- ing passed on March 19
war
thirty
Issued Instructions to Warsaw
at a slow rate of speed. The accident
Two hours after the accident the
cording to Mr. Harbin and several ships and fourteen colliers steaming CHARGED WITH ATTEMPT
to That Effect.
Officials
serves, however, to demonstrate the motorman of the subway train had not
of
the
the
feature
others,
redeeming
AT
250
CRIMINAL
ASSAULT,
miles
of
the
northeast
eastward,
absolute safety of the brakes which been found and it Is feared that he
Estancia Valley.
Island of Madagascar.
Hugo Getz, who was formerly em
St. Petersburg, March 29. Emperor are used on that road. As soon as the was burned to death. It is reported
The association has Just published a
ployed by the Dunlavy Mercantile Nicholas has instructed M. Maximo
neat little booklet descriptive of the
engine left the track the special brakes that the conductor and guards of the
UNLIMITED.
Company at Moriarty, was arrested at vitch, governor general of Warsaw, to were set
THE
IS
SCOPE
simultaneously at different train, and a gang of 25 laborers emvalley and Its resources which It Is
Antelope Springs yesterday by S. S elaborate the reforms necessary for sections of the
in
is
all
at
one
to
who
out
train, bringing it to a ployed In the tunnel had escaped by
any
sending
Phillips, deputy sheriff of Torrance the prosperity of Poland. ' The Em dead stop.
One passenger by the way of the shaft at 181st Street sta
terested In the filling up of the valley Oil Trust Comes Next for Investiga County'..
Getz is charged with attempttion and There Are Many Others
peror directs the governor general, name of Knox Jumped off when the tion. It is ascertained that the train
with small farm homes. The officers
ed assault on Ellen Foster, a
Follow.
Could
That
while lawfully and firmly suppressing brakes were applied and had his leg ran against
of the association are, president, John
heavy bulkhead of pine
in
old girl,
August of last year. He artificially supported disturbances, to Injured.
had been built in the tunnel,
which
W. Corbett; vice president, Mrs. Harry
Kansas City, March 29. The Jour appeared before Justice of the Peace "proceed to the elaboration of reforms
and that the wood was set on fire afAverlll; secretary, A. H. Garnett; nal
A. H. Garnett at Estancia, but waived found to be
today says: "The Standard Oil
necessary for the prosper SOCORRO IS HEADQUARTERS
ter the collision. There were two extreasurer, A. H. Cox.
examination on account of inability to
FOR MOUNTED POLICE. plosions, said to be from dynamite
Ity of the territory inseparably con
Good Soil, Good Water, Good Climate. Company is to Undergo a grand jury
by the federal govern- get witnesses. Justice Garnett set his nected with other parts of the Russian
Captain John F. Fullerton has estab cartridges used in blasting. The fireThe Estancia Valley is an "L" Investigation
for Tuesday, state."
ment such as the beef trust is now preliminary hearing
lished
th6 headquarters of the mount- men made desperate efforts to get at
basin
2,500
about
square
of
shaped
April 11, and fixed the bond at $500.
in
oil
burdened
with
The
Chicago.
ed
center
police force of New Mexico at So- the burning cars but were unable to
miles and is situated nea the
trust Investigation is to take place at Serapio Romero and Robert Taylor, ALBUQUERQUE YOUNG MAN
corro and will open an office in the do so on account of the smoke and all
of New Mexico, on the east slope of
both of
went on the bond
SHOT IN LOUISIANA, Chambers building In that town. The that could be done was to flood the
the Manzano Mountains and in the Topeka, according to the statement be-of and GetzEstancia,
was released from, custody.
to
officials
and
is
Gibbon Gatlin arrived company vtll be mustered at Santa Fe tunnel with water.
of
government
The
here,
body
County of Torrance. It is a gently
Mr. Getz states that he Is entirely In- in
within two weeks.
gin
yesterday from West- on April 1st, and Captain Fullerton will
Albuquerque
Incidentally
the
toward
sloping prarie draining
nocent of the crime.
will
the
railroads
be
in."
The young man was immediately take his force to Socorro
Louisiana.
lake,
dragged
south. The soil varies in composition
THE CITIZEN PLANT SOLD.
eighteen years old and was a son of and put them In shape to begin active
but Is of a rich, loamy character and Tampered With By Superintendent. PROSTRATED BY HEAT
29. John
March
L.
Mrs. M. K. Gatlin, of Albuquerque. It operations.
Chicago,
The uniform of the or- Purchased
easily cultivated. A number of agri- snieias oi
By a Company
George T.
IN MARCH seems that he and a companion were
Brooklyn, New York, a
ganization will be gray.
culturalists have stated that this soil former
of
Lat
Vegas v
Gould,
Formerly
Two
mill
&
29.
March
of
on
near
Armour
a freight train
employe
Pittsburg,
Company
stealing a ride
will produce almost any kind of vegeOptic New Editor.
was
a
off
in
are
have
S.
workers
U.
were
several
arrested
when
thrown
died,
by
today
Deputy
Westlake,
they
tables and is especially adapted to the
WORK
Marshal Shields, is a witness in the serious condition and many have been by a brakeman , who also fired a shot RAILROAD GRADERS AT
IN SAN JUAN COUNTY.
raising of fruit. There is an abund- federal grand
The Albuquerque Citizen is novr
In
the to frighten the boys. The bullet struck
jury investigation of compelled to quit their duties
ance of water and comparatively near
The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad published by the Citizen Publishing
mills
this
six
in
beef
He
the
is
died
and
and
head.
to
in
the
Gatlin
have
trust,
owing
vicinity,
alleged
city
young
the surface. The water is fairly free
to the excessive heat of yesterday and hours later without having recovered has a big force of graders at work in J Company, which company has bought
from alkali and Although not of an ar- been tampered with by Thomas J.
San Juan County building the grade the Interests of Thomas Hughes and
The thermometer registered consciousness.
tesian disposition, can be very easily Connors, &general superintendent of today.
for its extension from Durango. The W. T. McCrelght in the Citizen plant.
78
was
first
time
and
Armour
it
the
was
Connors
degrees
Company.
utilized for irrigation purposes. The
camps are scattered from Durango to Dr. George T. Gould, formerly editor
wells that are now in use are of an av- arrested last night ,but was at liberty within recollection that such suffering SECRETARY HAY MUCH
new men are being of the Las Vegas Optic, and during the
has existed among mill workers on
on bail.
IMPROVED BY TRIP. Cedar Hill and
In to increase the
feet and the today
erage depth of twenty-flv- e
sent
constantly
years engaged in newspaper
In
account
warm
March.
of
weather
Gibraltar, March 29. The White force so that the work can be pushed last few
water is apparently inexhaustible.
work In El Paso, has been employed
New
from
Line
Star
Cretlc,
steamer,
Coal and wood are in abundance. The WILL NOT GIVE OUT STATEMENT. WOULD NOT OBJECT TO
As soon as the roads dry up as editor and for the time being, W.
March 18, for Naples with Secre- along.
famous Hagan coal fields are situated
AN INVESTIGATION. York,
so
that
freight can be moved over T. McCrelght will remain as business
tary Hay and Mrs. Hay on board, ar them the camps
In this valley and the Santa Fe Cen- Prudential Committee's Action in Re
will be moved farther manager. This is the information reOmaha, Neb., March 29. W. A. rived
interIn
an
this
here
morning.
tral Railway is now constructing a
will be con- ceived by the New Mexican from Aland
down
the
gard to Rockefeller's Unholy
Richards, commissioner of the gener- view Mr.
grading
Hay said that he felt much tinued as rapidly as possible.
branch line to care for the. shipment
al land office, passed through Omaha
Money is Not Known.
buquerque and is believed to be corbetter than when he left New York. He
of this coal. The timber near the
rect.
today, en route to Wyoming to visit
his trip. Although
valley consists of spruce, pine, juniBoston, March 29. Dr. James L. his daughters. Respecting the report thoroughly enjoyed
R08WELL MAN DEAD
he
has
is
by
the
improved
secretary
per, cedar, plnon, willow and maple, Barton, secretary of the American from Washington that his office was
AT GALVE8TON.
AZTEC MAY GET
The climate is a happy medium be- Board of Commissioners for foreign to be investigated with regard to the no means recovered his health.
N.
March 29. Word
M.,
Roswell,
extreme
CONCRETE 8TONE PLANT.
tween
hot and extreme cold, missions, upon arriving at the board promotion of clerks, he said that he
was received here from Galveston,
The people of Aztec are contemplatthe average temperature for 1904 be- rooms today said that the promised had no knowledge of anything of that GETTING THE BE8T
OF
THE TAILORS. Texas, that L. D. Danenberg was dead.
ing the advisability of incorporating
ing about 60 degrees. The average statement with reference to the action kind ,but would not object to It.
On Tuesday night, a poorly clad in The deceased was one of the best their town and
rainfall is about twelve inches, and as of the prudential committee of. the
organizing a board of
was
estaband
known
dividual entered the tailoring
citizens of this city
trade so that they can get together
Bpring rains are very common every- board upon the John D. Rockefeller BIG BEAR REPORTED
lishment of Russell & Lewis In Las one of the proprietors of the Grand and with united effort work for the
IN OTERO COUNTY.
thing is favorable to agriculture, and gift at yesterday's meeting could not
and being In need of some bet Central Hotel. He had been In ill best interests of the town. There 1
.Vegas,
especially1 to the growing of small be given out yet. He could not indi
is
It
reported that a big bear has ter
'
At
of
the
clothing, doffed his own and re- health several months and left here to now a movement on foot to secure the
fruits.
present
possibilities
cate, he said, when It would be ready. been tracked several times in Otero
with
a fine black coat and seek a lower altitude.
them
' County near Alamogordo' but the va- placed
erection of a concrete building stone
It Was Too Attractive.
this very pretty valley are unknown,
and a pair of trousa
silk
vest,
shirt,
but steps are now being taken to inThe parties interested In ' the
Boston, March 29. The prudential rious hunters who have tried to find
plant'
that
ers.
not
He
think
did
evidently
PORTER TOOK FRENCH LEAVE. manufacture of this material are very
duce people who are seeking homes in committee of the American Board re- him have as yet been unable
so.
the west to settle in the valley and ported today that it had decided; to A. J. Sewell has tried, tracking Bruin he would be disturbed for a great
The porter of the Climax saloon In desirous of putting a plant In Altec
take up the occupation of farming or accept the Rockefeller gift and that it with his hounds but has not been suc- many of the garments In the shop Demlng took French leave on Monday and It la up to the citizens to get
fruit raising. The fact that there is could not cede to the reauest of cessful. Three dogs belonging to C. E. showed that they had been somewhat night, also a good revolver and $24. busy and add this to the Industries
abundance of water and a good clim- those who protested against the ac- Smith have disappeared and it may be roughly handled.
The man is very much wanted now, already there
ate will Induce many to try their ceptance of the fipo.000 offered by that they succeeded In finding the bear
and the police are endeavoring to loJohn D. Rokefeller.
hand at these Industrie.
A want ad. will brine you result.
to their sorrow.
A&rextlM jour buaiiiesa. It part. cate him.
-

$800,-000,00- 0

RUSSIANS

WILL REPORT

IN

GOODSPIRIT

IN TEN DAYS
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THE JOURNAL
WILL HAVE TO
POSSES
TRY AGAIN.
"The Santa Fe New Mexican objoct
"
because Las Vegas has sent a commit A man says. "Look at this." An'l he
his coat to show how loose it
tee of business men to Washington to over-lap- s
are some projnc wiiu
is.
There
work for a governmont reservoir near
to advantage, but the loss of I. li is
that city on the ground that the Las cue of the accepted evidi'tices l ln.lniy
g
Vegas people are meddling with busl health. As
processes. I'i'K
In the stoinncn, so
noss that belongs to Delegate W. II
naturally when
Andrews. It is likely that Mr. Andrew
there is I"!1'' "I
will have plenty of business to attend
(
flesh we loot.
to If he looks after all tho work the
to the stomai'h for
New Mexican has mapped out for
And
the anise,
the cause i'f gen
him." Albuquerque Journal.
erallv found to I"1
This is right. The New Mexican will
of
disease
take the liberty of suggesting to Dele
ami digate Andrews measures that If attend
gestive and nutried to in Washington, will redound
tive tracts, r
fhe benefit of the people of New Mexl
lug in loss of nutrition and c
co and will be of a meritorious and
lit )!iv: k'ui
proper character. The New Mexican
weakness.
has no doubt but that Delegate An
Doctor l'irrrvs
drews will promptly and energetically
Golden Medical
attend to any and all measures that
Discovery (;c: tores
the lost i
liy
are brought to his notice and which
curing diseases of
are for the benefit of the Torrltory
and
the stomach
The delegate also knows that the New
other oig.ius of
Mexican for about forty years has
digestion and nu
been working steadily for the good of
tiilion and enathe people of the future Sunshine
bling the pci fort
State and has confidence in the integ
digestion and assimilation of food
rlty and public spirit of this paper,
from which flesh
The Journal will have to get up earlier
and strength are
and work a great deal harder than it
made.
does at present, if It thinks that any of
"My wife wns for
five ycui'H t ii.tit.le-iIts fake utterances can hurt Dolegate
with "inilij!cntii.ti nf
Andrews with the people or the New
Htuimu'li imd bowt
hlniititiK mid Ncvore
Mexican with Delegate Andrews
ciiin nt times durlii','

lies the Impervious stratum Is Immaterial. , Those strata should lie In a
low monocline, or In a synlcal fold, the
higher end or ends of the fold coming
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING to the surface, In order that the rain
waters may seep downward Into the
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
stratum. This stratum being penetrated by the borehole at a distance from
Editor the outcrop, the water, unable to rise
MAX. FROST
through the overlying Impervious lay
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
rises through the borehole.
er,
Manager and Associate Editor

SRIETH

FE HEW

PERCY F. KNIGHT,

Secretary and Treasurer
Entered as Second Class matter at
the Santa Fe Postcfflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
ally, per week, by carrier
"! ly, per month, by canler ..,.$1
dally, per month, by mall
f
Pally, one year hy mail
4
.Jly. six months, by mall

,ily, three months,
Weeki, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter
"oekly, per month

b

mall....

--

I

00
75
60
00
2 00
2 00

1

CO

75
3

the oldest
It la sent
iwspapr
a every postofflce in the Territory,
nd has a larg and growing circulation among the Intelligent and progressive people of the S.uthvost
Tb

Mexican Is
In New Mexico.

New

.

LABEX?

WELLS.

ARTESIAN

That the

,

Thirty-sixt-

Legislative

h

rvc lost Tea

mEXIDHH

Assembly was right In passing a measure for the protection of the water
supply In the artesian belt of the Territory, la demonstrated by a report of
the United States Geological Survey
Just Issued. This says:
"An artesian basin Is not an inexhaustible reservoir and every practicable means should be employed for Its
conservation and legitimate use. The
closing of an artesian well when Its
water Is not being used would in many
and perhaps In most Instances be an
advantaee to its owner as well as to
his neighbors, not only for the reason
that his water supply would be made
more nermanent but because water
flowing overland In excess of the
amount ranuired for scientific irriga
tion is injurious." The report Is emphatic In stating that every abandoned
drill hole In an artesian basin should
be completely filled with Impervious
material. A desirable way to do this
is to All the hole slowly with moist
clay and ram It down with a heavy,
blunt tool or fill the hole with Portland cement concrete, Tightly fitting
rods of dry wood driven Into a drill
hole until It is filled would serve the
same purpose. To prevent the waste of
water from the underground basin, it
Is suggested, first that every drill hole
In an artesian basin should be proper
ly cased. This provision Is made by
the new New Mexico statute. By this
Is meant that an iron casing or tube
lining the hole and made sufficiently
tight to prevent water from rising out
side of it should be put In every well
The lower end of the casing should be
stratum.
Just above the water-bearinSecond, It Is deemed that every arte
slan well, when not In use, should be
securely capped or closed. For this
the New Mexico law, also makes pro
vision
The report deals with the conditions
under which artesian water is likely
to be found. These conditions exist In
various parts of the Territory and
where they do not exist It Is Idle to
drill for artesian water.
,"In many districts," says the report,
"particularly in some of the basins of
the more arid portions of the west,
there are possibilities for obtaining
water by means of drilled wells, It
Is useless to hope for artesian water

H

Qlub
Qxford
the best brands of wines,

flesh-makin-

ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO SIMILAR AS TO PUBLIC ROADS.
New Mexico Is not alone In the misfortune of suffering from bad and Impassable ronds. If misery likes company New Mexico and Arizona can
condole together. The Prescott Her-aiin a recent issue, contained the
following editorial complaint and kick
at the awful condltinn of the roads In
Yavapai County:
"It Is almost time for the supervisors to do some 'supervising' on the
county roads. The highways of wagon
traffic are In a very deplorable condition, and should be fixed as soon as
possible. Our new supervisors, Smith
and Sattes, are natural born road
makers, and will do their best to make
boulevards here that will rival the
famous Van Ness Avenue In San Francisco. The other day those two
went out to Miller Valley to
Inspect the roads, and their vehicle
turned over In the mud. The ruts
were so deep that the rig could not
keep right side up. There will probably be some money spent there soon.
It will take a great deal of money to
Improve the roads, but they should be
Improved. When visiting mining men
start out to look at some property they
feel more kindly disposed toward the
section If they find good roads and
have a pleasant trip. Without good
roads supplies could not be taken to
the various camps where development
would be going on. Of course, the
world was not built in a day, and we
could not expect to see the roads all
macadamized In a day, but a little
work here and there would fix the
worst places, making the necessary

C
O
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We

keep
liquors and cigars that can be
obtained and sell at a reasonable
prices.
All of our employes will treat
you in a courteous manner.
We have all of the popular
games and you can spend a
pleasant hourortwoatany time.
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J. E. LACOME. Prop.,
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the entire five yenrs,"

wrilot Mr.

THE CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Prop.
The most conveniently loccted andon'y fireproof and stoamheated
Hotel in the city. Electric Hi hts, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. Firet-cUconnected. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men.
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like a new wniniui. Hut no more IrouM.- Willi
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Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in
Building Comer Plaza and San Francisco Street.

Chieftain.

The Chieftain's comment on the
mounted police law Is correct. Score
another good law passed by the Re
As
Legislative
publican Thirty-sixtsembly.

temporary Improvements."
RAILROAD MANAGER
WILL HE CANI
At the last meeting of the Santa
Fe Board of Trade, the officers reported that they had sent to the officials
of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad,
a resolution of the board requesting
that passengers be allowed to travel
on the regular freight trains between
Santa Fe and Embudo and that the
company had immediately responded
In a most polite way, complying with
the request. A unanimous vote of
thanks to the railroad company was
passed with enthusiasm. This Illustrates two points. First the Importance and usefulness of ah Institution
like the Board of Trade, which can

"Chaves County was more than
lucky to got the three thousand."
Roswell Record.
This means that Uoswell was given
an appropriation of $11,000 for the con
struction of a dike on the Hondo River
As
Legislative
by the Thirty-sixtsembly. The Record has not a word
of criticism of this particular action of
the assembly, but does howl like a
"stuck pig" at other actions t that
body. In this It follows the exam
pie of the Albuquerque Journal, which
paper wants everything for Itself and
Its own particular gang and "the devil
take the hindmost."

modate the people when It Is so Inclined. Under the new orders, commercial men and others having business at Espanola, Chamlta, Santa Cruz
or Alcalde can save an entire day by
going up on Tuesday. Thursday or Sat
urday on the freight train at 8:30 a
m., and returning on the passenger
train; or going up on the passenger
train on Monday, Wednesday or Friday
and returning on the freight. The
Denver & Rio Grande officials deserve
the thanks of the community for their
prompt and courteous compliance with
the request of the Board of Trade.

acumen which Is to promote Mr. Bursum to still higher political honors."
Socorro Chieftain.
Mr. Bursum has a level head. When
asked If he wanted an Increase In sal
ary, he simply said: "When I think I
am not getting enough pay as superin
tendent of the territorial penitentiary,
I will resign."

WHEN

The

A

h

"Mr. Bursum declined an Increase in

speak intelligently for an entire com- salary for his services as warden of
munity; and second, the ease with the penitentiary. That act was only
which a railroad company can accom- one more manifestation of the political
-
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Stats or Ohio, City of Tolkiio,
COUNTY.
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Frank J. Chernov iimkei oath tlmt bo in
ueulor partner of tho firm of K. J. Cheney A
Co., doinu IiiihI ii(Ka In the City of Toledo'
said
I'oiiiity and Mate aforesaid, and
linn will pny the mm or iinh. mijhiiiiii
1)1 II. LA US for each and every oohh of Catarrh
that eannot be oured by the line of Hull)
KKANK J. CHUNKY.
Catarrh Cure.
Sworn to before me and iiibuorllx-- In my
proneiioo, thin th day of December, A. 1. ISM.
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Mall's

and act

mirfueos

rree.

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

F.J. CHUNKY & i:U Toledo, ".
Sold by nil DruguriNtn. 7"io.
Take HhII' Family fills for oonstlpati .n.
TREATMENT OF

,

One of the Best Hotels in the West

NOTAKY l'UHI.Hl.

Catarrh Cure in taken Internally,
direotly on the blood ami mueoun
of the HyHtem, Send for testimonials

PROPER

THE PALACE HOTEL
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
Santa, Pa, ITew IvCescico

PNEU

MONIA.

Pneumonia is too dangerous a dis
ease for anyone to attempt to doctor
himself, although he may have th
proper remedies at hand. A physician
should always be called. It should be
borne In mind, however, that pneu
monla always results from a cold or
from an attack of the grip, and that by
giving, Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
the threatened attack of pneumonia
may be warded off. This remedy Is
also used by physicians In the treat
ment of pneumonia with the best re
sults. Dr. W. J. Smith, of Sanders,
Ala., who Is also a druggist says of it
'I have been selling Chamberlaln'i
Cough Remedy and prescribing it in
my practice for the past six years,
use it in cases of pneumonia and have
always gotten the best results." Sold
by all druggists.

TI(E

FIRST pTIOJIAL,
OF SANTA

BAI
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The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico.
Established In 1870.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Capital $150,000.

Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all parts of the civilized
g
world on as liberal terms at are given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month's or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
alms to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is
with safety and the principles of sound banking. 8afety Deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the publlo Is respectfully
money-transmittin-

There Is one decided difference be
tween General Kuropatkln and Gener
al Linevltch, the new commander of
GIVES HEALTH, VIGOR AND TONE
the Russian forces In Manchuria.
Herblne is a boon for sufferers from
Kuropatkln always used "I regret to aneamla. By Its us the blood is quick.
"
am
confl
"I
Linevltch
says
report;
registered and the color becomes
The difference between
the normal.
THE
CITIZEN dent."
ALBUQUERQUE
is re
The
sentences
used
the
two,
by vived. The drooping isstrength
AGAINST IT.
despite
diminished
languor
Kuro"The Citizen, during the recent ter them, as yet Is not apparent.
Health, vigor and tone predominate,
rltorial legislature, published In com patkln retired steadily and Linevltch New life and happy activity results
Is
same
thing.
doing the
plete form the daily proceedings of
Mrs. Belle H. Shirel, Mlddlesborough
both Houses, mentioning the bills and
Ills., writes: "I have been troubled
Is
a
whTle
In
once
a
there
Every
resolutions as Introduced and action
reasons are obvious
with liver complaint and poor blood
taken on them. Thi paper Is now pub demonstration that corporations have and have found nothing to benefit me
llshlnn- - n svnmiKla nf tha hllln In the souls and that railroad companies not
like Herblne, I hope never to be with
order of thelr approval whlch have be. only look for the dollars but also for out it. I have wished that I had
The known of it in
come laws by the signature of the the comfort of their passengers.
my husband's lifetime."
Governor or by limitation, and the ser- Southern Indiana Railroad Is about to 50c at Fischer
Drug Co.
ies are being read with interest by the place sleeping cars that have no upUs
to
veteran
and
on
lines,
people. No other territorial paper did per berths,
INFLAMMATORY
RHEUMATISM
where the roks are old, crystalline this during the sessions of the
legisla- travelers It must seem the mlllenlum
CURED.
Is nigh when the conductor says "we
schists, granite or Intrusive dike rocks, ture." Albuquerque Citizen.
William Shaffer, a brakeman of Den
but In some regions where there are
have only lower berths!"
The proceedings of the Thirty-sixtOhio, was confined to his bed
nison,
mate
volcanic
large accumulations of
Legislative Assembly and a synopsis
weeks with inflammatory
for
several
ocrials tuffs, mud flows, etc., which
of the laws passed by that body, which
COURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL
rheumatism. "I used many remedies,"
is
basin
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a
there
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depression
have appeared and are appearing In the
I sent to McCaw's
he
says.
"Finally
sometimes the possibility of obtaining Citizen, were taken and are taken verdrug store for a bottle of Chamber Telephone No. 17.
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PRICE, Prop.
flowing water by boring. Unaltered batim from the columns of the Dally
Mrs. Robert Montoya Is organizing Iain's Pain Balm, at which time I was
sedimentary rocks sandstones.shales, New Mexican, which published them
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class In stenography.-Those desir unable to use hand or
an J in one
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this
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by
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honesty
clam."
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For
by all
tively inexpensive means from great where it is due. When the Citizen the
the first of April.. The druggists. ."
study
of
The
obtaining
depth.
probability
that no other territorial paper young people of this city should not
water by boring should be looked Into says
published the proceedings or a synop- miss this opportunity to secure
CURED CONSUMPTION.
by a competent stratlgraphlcal geolo- sis of the laws, it is telling willfully
of the art.
B. W. Evans, Charwater, Kan.,
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457 San Francisco Street.
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"My husband lay sick for three
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and it cured him. That was six years
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, was not the slightest hope of securing
Is hereby given that the fol ago and since then we have always
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cents gold lowing-namebe valued at
a flow. Pumping water may often be peso is
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While here and there experiment antee that the peso will not depreci Receiver at Santa Fe, New Mexico,' on
-prosperity should be
pioneers discover without the geolo ate. Mexico's
THE BE8T COUGH SYRUP.
Increased now that its mone- May I, 1906, viz: Juan Martinez y Lu
gist, it Is yet clear that a preliminary greatly
H. B. No. 6344, for the B
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S.
Judge, Otta
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survey will save disappointment and tary
and the W 2 SB
Sec. 21, T. wa Co., Kansas, writes: "This is to
financial
suspicion.
expense, pointing out probabilities
17 N, R 12 B, N. M. P. M.
say that I have used Ballard's More- where they are present and suggest
He names the following witnesses hound Syrup for years, and that I do
Mrs. -- Chad wick started
lng the better methods to attain sue
several to prove his continuous residence upon not hesitate to recommend It as the
Dealer in
cess. . In a general way, continues the weeks ago to write her autobiography. and cultivation of said
land, viz:
best cough yrup I bare ever used."
report, the geological conditions essen Tha fact may have had some Influence
Furniture, Queen i ware, Outtlery Tinware.
Guadalupe Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.j 25c, 60c, $1.00, at Fischer Drug Co.
tlal to the securing of artesian water In making her sentence to the peniten Bernardo Martinez, of Bcos, N. M.;
StoTes and Bangei,
,
are a stratum of comparatively open tiary ten years. The Judge evidently Justo Martinez, of Pecos, N. M.; pany.
or
or porous rock, like sandstone, grit
Intended to give her ample time and Apolonlo Martinez, of Pecos. N. M.
INVALUABLE FOR RHEUMATISM.
Household Goods of All Kinds Sold on
I have been suffering for the past
MANUEL R. OTERO,,
conglomerate, in which there are abun seclusion in which to pursue her lit
Easj Payments.
dant small, open spaces which may be erary labors.
few years with a severe attack of
Register.
filled with water. This stratum must
rheumatism and found that Ballard's
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Deputy Sheriff McGrath Tells of the
Shooting of the Bandits Who
Held Up Gem Saloon.

If a man eats two pounds daily, near two pounds daily must in some way pass from
his body, or disease and a premature death is a speedy and inevitable result. The
food that is eaten must contain the elements necessary to supply nutriment to the
system and free from all substances that bind the bowels.

op'ily S!, riir II. J. Mdirath,
Lordshiirjr. tni Saturday too tvio prls
oners to 101 1'hso. Tho mmi ar iiamn
Kline an'l (ilHuasicr and they ar
c i irs.'l with hi'liu; di'siT
from F
BlUs. AU'tiraili ane.-tiilium at Lords
b irj! and iiirni'ii ilu-iover to the ofli
Iihu tho El Pa
at tliu Kurt.
pjicv ollicvr questioned the deputy
slierlif us to tim recent sh ting of tl
two men who held tip the Ueiil saloon
at L'lrUshurg. he said:
"TIih robbers asked the man where
tliev were stopping ti call them at a
if eaten daily there will be a daily action of the bowels; waste removed, nutriment
retained.
coituln time In order to catch a train
It's Nature's food for man. Served hot or cold.
Ui.s
and
doubtless preventeu
Palatable-Nutritious-- Easy
of Digestion and Ready to Eat j our boing iiicidenc
killed lustpud of the outlaws
I When
we opened the door 10 the room
CftL vQ(7p
ifviiffnatureon
,
where the men were sleeping, they lm
V
every package.
medlati.lv awoke, but did not at that
Dr. Prloe, the oreator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extract
moment ivach for their guns, for they
A cook book containing 76 excellent receipts tor using the Food mailed free to any address.
thought they were called for tho train
ftepared by PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago, III. A few seconds later, they realized who
we were and what our mission was
then they made a grab for their gun.-- .
We opened Are and killed them both
The larger man made some remark as
be fell, but tve couldn't understand
what he said. After the smoke bad
cleared away we found that tbe larger
man was clutching an automatic, rapid- fire pistol in one hand and the other
was near to a
The smaller
man fell in tho act of reaching for one
I have now a apecial sale on Calecos for
of the eight guns scattered about on the
two weeks 20 yards for $1.00 also have just
bed. I was armed with a repeating
received a new Hue of Ladies Summer Hats.
shotgun, which was loaded with buck
shot. One of the men with me was alsc
I carry a large line of Men's Hats and furnisharmed with a repeating gun, which
ings, Clothing pry goods, Boots and Shoes
missed fire the second Shot, it taking
ladies furnishings, Children's Clothing, Caps,
us about five minutes after the shooting
shoes and etc. My entire line of Carpets and
to extract the loaded shell.
"While the dead men wera never fully
be
sold
will
Store
has
Rugs,
cheap. My
Identiliod, we believe tbe larger one
been moved from the Catron Block to store
was named McCormick and that be was
room occupied by A. C. Ireland's Drug Store
a member of tbe gang which huld up
on San Francisco St.
and robbed ho llillsboro bank about a

IU1I1A 1 mm 1 eio mm mm
fMSMrtu for
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'J,''.a.bel,n.n",n
I liuvu boen afflicHfl for overInnomnla,
wnluu
twenty
"
y thattascHioti have eiven m yi'ura,
more
ve ever tried.
" """ nny umer rnn.nu
I
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recommeta them to my frieude at
bem g certainly
all they are represented."
1'hot. Gillard, Elgin, 111.
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Fresh Fruits in Season)

.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near tbe Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

riT FLOWERS

A

SPECIALTY mmm
DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

FLORAL DESIGNS
Telephone No. la

$
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O, Box 457

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established an4 Supported by the Territory.
81X MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern

Col

leges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and com
all conveniences.
baths, watr-workplete; steam-heateBOARD
and LAUNDRY, 8200 per session. Session is
TUITION,
'
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
well- ROSWBlyl Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
watered.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
and B. A. Cahoon
COL J. W. WILLS0N, Slipt.
For particulars address
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THE GOVERNOR THROWN IN.

u has often been said that the true
newspaper man Is born, not made, and
there is considerable truth in the state
ment. But tho trouble has been to
make tbe layman see that a true work
of creation Is of more value than pearls
and rubles. However, former Governor
Adams, of Colorado, appreciated the
worth of the editor, and in a recant address before tho Colorado State Editorial Association he told the following
dream which had come to him one night:
"Last night I had a dream. I stood
before a' great archway, over which was
chiseled in stone these words: 'All
kinds of men for sale.'
"I walked in To tbe left I saw a
preacher. I asked what he was worth.
The man in charge gave the price. It
was rather high, and I walked on.
' I came to a lawyer. The price of
the lawyer was some lower.
"Next I saw a politician. I could
have bought the politician very cheap,
but I was not sure that I wanted one.
I walked a little further and came to a
booth where editors were for sale. I
priced the editor and found he was extremely high, I thought, and I sought
to have the price reduced. I was In
formed that It was no bargain sale I
was Just about to turn around in dis
may, when I saw a governor standing
over in a corner. I hurried over to him.
, " 'And how much Is the governor?'
I asked.
"Tho keeper eyed me a moment and
then said: 'Sir, if you will buy that
editor over there we will throw the gov
ernor in.'
Adams
"That," concluded
'Is the relative position of the editor
and a govornor, but a governor cannot
make an editor

God

alone can do

that.".
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OPEN

J5iTX asTICrllT

Beit 25c meal ia

the city. First Clais Service, Evrytblnf neit and clean.
Everything' la Season.Kangai City Meata. Short Orders Served any time Day and Night.

"

I
Proprietor
G.'LUPEHERRERA,

454 Saw Francisco Street, Next to Cartwright Davis

Cos Store.

I

The Southern' Pacific has given
rates from El Paso to San Antonio,
Intermediate
Texas, and return $10.
.VI
points the same.
4

CATHARTIC

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good, Do Hood.
Never Sicken, Wvaken or Urlpo, 10c, 25c50o. Never
uuKiauMtou bu ourg ur yuur money uacK.
opening Kemeay to., tnicago or N.Y. wt

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
STEALING

CHARGED WITH

ARE

BETWEEN

NEW

Constable Sam Mimino of Roswoll,
last week arrested Roy and Ray John
son, sons of a respected farmer near
QlghrolK on a charge of grand larceny,
Joe Palmer accuses them of having
stolen one of his horses, but the boys
state that the hor.--e got out of the pas
ture and simply followed them off. They
waived examination and furnished $530
bail each.
TO IMPROVE THE HORSES.
At Las Cruces last week the farmers
of that section met and organized the
Mutual Horse Breeders'
Association.
The purpose of the association is to
stallion and
import a thoroughbred
use the animal to improve the size and
the quality of the native horse. Professor J. J. Vernon, of the Agricultur
al College, is the originator of the
plan.

TRAIN
SERVICE

For illustrated advertising matter and farther particulars apply to
address
OS. K.A. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
3. BARNEY, Traveling: Passenger Agent.' Santa Fe, N.M

The Denver

&

Rio

6rande

R. R. Co

STANDARD PULLMAN and TOURIST SLEEPERS
DINING CARS and CHAIH CARS
And is the popular route to all points ir Colorado.

P. F. HANLEY
- iDEALEK iir

FINE WINES,

AND CIGARS.

LIQUORS

Imported and Native Wines ior Family TJ6e.
OUR SPECIALTIES Old Crow, McBrayer,
Guck-enheim-

1--

1--

Where connection Is made with standard
guage trains for a I points east, and affords passengers the advantageof stopovers at Denver, Colorado. SprlDgs or
Pueblo.

Carry on their standard gaugeltrains,

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 5531.)
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febru
ary 27, 1905.
Notice is hereby i;iven that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support zl his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
April 14, 1905, viz.:
SW
Cristoval Pena for the NE
section 11, NW 4
4, N 2 SB
SW
section 12, T 9 N, R 9 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Ventura Baros, camilo Valencia,
Jose Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Anastacio Chavez, of Moriarty.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
1--

FE and
ALAMOSA. Colo.,

SAINTA

HORSES

gram, Ky

1--

Fye, Tay'or and Faxton,
, Whiskies.

er

Old Jordan and Mono,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA FE

WHITE'S CREAM

ORMS! VERIV1IFUCEU
Host in Quantity.

Best in Qualltj.

Wi

For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedies. I
REMEDY FOR CONSTIPA
IOZjX BY
TION.
pared by
JAMES F. BALLARD. St. L,oulS.
"The finest remedy for constipation
ever used Is Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets," says Mr. Eli But
ler, of Frankville. N. Y. "They act
gently and without any unpleasant effect, and leave the bowels In a per
'These Celebrated Hot Springs are these waters has been thoroughly test
fectly natural condition." Sold by all
druggists.
located In the midst of the Ancient ed by the miraculous cures attested to
Cliff Dwellers, tw nty-flv- e
miles west in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Have your stationery printed by the of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the
Neuralgia, Consumption,
New Mexican Printing Comxiany,.
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar- - neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial AJTeo-tionScrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, alf
If troubled with weak digestion, anca Station, on the Denver aad Rio
a
from
which
Srande
Female
Railway,
point
Complaints, etc., etc. Boata
Cham
use
or
sour
stomach,
belching
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets daily line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing $2.60 per day; $X
and you will get quick relief. For sale The temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Tt
by all druggists.
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet Climate train upon request. This resort is at
the year tractive at all seasons, aad Is open al
very dry and delightful
TMjnPrMALS FOR INDIAN SUPPLIES.
A Department of the Interior, Office of round. There is now a commodious winter.
Passengers for OJo Calient
13.
Indian ffnirs, Washington. D. C , Maroh
of invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
190i. Sealed proposals. Indorsed "Proposals hotel tor the convenience
for beef , nour, etc " as tne case may ue. ana
and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Callente at 4 ; . m. the same
directed to the Commissioner of Indian Affaire. 2R!t 2H7 South Canal street. Chioaeo. 111.. 1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa
o'donk. d. m. . of
will ha refleivpd until
the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For farther
Tuesday. April 2S, 19'B. for furnishing for the gallon, being
Tnriian Service, beef, flour, bacon. bans. Springs in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
coffee, sugar, rice, te, and othr articles of
subsistence; also for groceries soap, DiKing
powder, crockery,
agricultural implements,
harness.
nalntB. nils, flrlaas. tinware,
:

BEST

DRU&OIST8.

0JQ CAUCJVTE

i0T

SPRINGS.

--

1

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

wae-on.-

feather, shoe fhidineri. saddlery, etc.. school
supplies, and a long list of miscellaneous
articles. Sealed t roposnls. indorsed "Proposals far rubber goods, hardware, etc." as
the case may ne, ana mrectea602 to inn commisSouth Seventh
sioner of Indian Affairs.
street. St. Louis Mo., will be received until
of
clock
Thursday, April 27, 190.1
p m.,
lo
for furnishing for the Indian Service rubber
goods, boots and shoes, hardware, and medical supplies. Sealed proposals, indorsed
and cotton
''Proposals for blankets,aswoolencase
the
may he,
clothing', etc ,"
goods
ntiH HirAp.tp.fl to the Commissioner "of Indian
2
Wooster street. New York
Affairs. Nos.
City, will be received until 1 o'clock, p. m.. of
Tuesday, May i6. 19!5. for furnishings for the
Iudian Service blankets, woolen and cotton
goods, clothing, notions, hats and caps . Bids
must De mane out ou uovernmeni uibdm.
Schedule giving nil necessary information
for bidders will ne furnished on anplloatlon
tnthx Indian Office. Washington. D. C. the
IT
Wooster
S. Tndian warehouses.
South Canal
'street, New York, City; sn
street, unioago. in.;
tioara street, i
Omaha. Neb. ; 602 South Seventh street, St.
23
Louis, Mo.,
Washington street, an Francisco, Cal. ; the Commissaries of Subsistence,
U.S. a., at uneyenne, nyo., ana 01
.. Seattle.
Minn the Quartermaster. U. 8.
Wash ; and the postmsters at Sioux City.
Tiievon. Portland. Sookue and Taooma.
Bids will be opened at the hour and days
above stated, and bidders are Invited to be
nrmnnt at the onenins. The DeDartment re
serves the right to determine the point of
delivery and to reject any and all bids, or
ai y pxrt of any bid. P. E. LEUPP, Com- misBloner.

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
IN CHAVES COUNTY.
The following transfers of property were filed for record in the office of
Probate Clerk and Recorder F. P.
Gayle Monday at Roswell:
A. J. Thayer and wife. Mary M.
ThayeV of Evanston, Illinois, to C. J.
Rltter of Norborne, Missouri, for $30,- 000, a farm of 600 acres south of Ros
The
follows:
well described as
southwest quarter of the southeast
quarter and the north half of the
southeast quarter; also the southwest
quarter and the north half of section
32, township 11 south, range 25 east.
The South Spring Ranch and Cattle
Company to James M. Miller for $1,200
block 7, of Pomona Farms, containing j
40.89 acres.
Lake Arthur Townslte Company to'
Thomas H. Jones for $50, lot In block j
48 of Lake Arthur.
United States of America to James,
A. Clem, a patent, 160 acres in section
11, township 13 south, range 26 east.
J. A. Rhea and wife to J.- W. Rhea
for $1 and other valuable consideraInterest In lots 10
tions, their one-hal- f
and 11 on Rhea's subdivision of the
west half of block 25 of the original
survey of Roswell.
-

CANDY

Line from Santa Fc to Denver, Colorado Springs.
Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Canon City, Salida.v
Leadville Glcnwood Springs, Grand
Li ttici , Duranqo, Silverton,
Telluridc,1 Colorado, and
all points west.

j

1-- 4,

Showing the Value of the Newspaper
Man Sometimes Dreams
Are True.

SOUTH SI DE PLAZA.

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

The Bowels

s

,catC.

SCENIC LINE, OF, THE WORLD.
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST

,3''

d

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

J 905.

119-1-

OJo

j SOLE AG33NT

FORj

Proprietor
N. M

Callente. Taos County,

LCHip'S

St LOUsS BCf,

All Kinds Of Mineral Water, Mail Orders
Promptly Filled. The Trade Supplied From
One Bottle to a Carload.
GUADALUPE STREET. SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO. Phone No.

38.

119-1-

265-2-

ALSO HANDLE BOTTLED CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE CIDER.

Low Rate Spring Trips
To Sunny California
to California
between
March
any day
1st and May 15th for
$25.00, a little more than
half fare one way.

Yotf can
For Yottr

LIFE, ACCIDENT or
HEALTH Insurance
Your

All the way.

SURETY of COURT
"BONDS,
As vell as Your

FIRE INSURANCE
Go
THE

to ...
HANNA

H. S. Luti, Ticket Agest
T. ft. S. P. Ry.,
Sasti Fe, New Mexico.
A.

go

Travel comfortably in tourist
Pullman or chair car
Anunusual oppurtunity to inspect California farm lands.

INSURANCE

AGENCY
'Phosc No. 66.

Cerjnrashlsitoa an4,PslacAveanei

Increase Your Business Advertise

J5MJ"!1BH
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comfortable house on it.
George F. Ellis, proprietor of the
Claire Hotel visited Albuquerque yes
terday.
Palmer ' Woolsey, representing a
wholesale pin house of New York is
Hugo Getz of Antelope Springs, was calling on his trade in Santa Fe today,
OF TRAVELER'S SAMPLES AT SALMON'S COM- a visitor in Santa Fe today.
His wife is with him and they are
E. C. Anderson, stock raiser of Wil- registered at the Palace.
1905.
MENCING SATURDAY, MARCH
lis, New Mexico, is a visitor in Santa
Colonel A. W. Harris, of Kingston,
Fe.
Sierra County, is in Albuquerque. He
Hon. L. Bradford
Prince has re- - is negotiating an important mining
I have bought Carson. Pirle. Scott & Co.'s entire line of
turned from a business visit to Den- - deal which may mean the erection of
a large plant in his locality.
samples in all Departments from the basement to the garret ver.
D. B. Moon of Chicago, who was a
Rev. A. Rabeyrolle, pastor of Gua
dalupe Church, went to Las Vegas yes visitor in the city during the session
of the recent legislature and who has
1.000 LADIES WAISTS.
terday.
two weeks at his home,
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn left Al- spent the past
Including China Silks.
last"
yesterday
in
his
home
"J111home in SantaandFe.win make hi
buquerque
night for
future
Las Cruces.
Taffetas and Pole de Sole.
Dr. R. J. Blanche, the government
George H. Shone, master mechanic
Las Vegas
Mohairs, India Linens,
of the Santa Fe Central, is in the city stock inspector will leave
this week to inspect the cattle in Col- on business.
Dimities, Piques,
fay finnntv in ordSr to determine
Walter S. Bowen, an insurance whpHl(lr
hns annearert amone
Mercerized Brocades,
agent, irom Aiuuquwque, is m in? cuy the animals. At his last inspection the
I
On DUSineSS.
,
)
a
iu kui. finu Karris
uidaoc
Natural Linen.
a
Denver
Koy ju. Davis, representing
Frank rjihert. assistant treasurer of
nai nouse, is transacting ousiness in the ganta Fe Central, J. F. Wielandy,
Grosscloths. Zephys and
Santa Fe today.
naviri T, Miller and Meliton Ortera.
Percales
J. B. H. Gilmore, a prominent ranch returned yesterday from Estancia,
owner of Willis, New Mexico, is in the where they attended a meeting of the
In the Latest Designs.
I
city on business.
Estancia Valley Development Associa- J. S. Morgan, ranch owner from Ala-- tlon.
mogordo, was in the city today, enl Mrs. Hiram Hadley, wife of the terroute to Las Vegas.
ritorial superintendent of public in- Mrs. L. Spinner, of New York, who struction, arrived at noon today from
Professor and Mrs. naa
100 LADIES SUITS.
is making a tour of the west, is regis- - the south.
I
tered at the Palace.
ley are guests at the Claire and will reIn Taffeta Silk. Mohair,
ere until Saturday, when they
J. M. Chaser'formerly deputy sheriff raain
move
will
into one of the Ellis cot
of Torrance County, came up from
Zephys, Percales,
on Chapelle Street.
tages
Torrance
last
evening.
And India Linens.
George W. Harbin, of Waterloo,
Judge A. J. Abbott, who has been in
who is Interested in bringing im
Iowa,
re
on
official business,
Also a Large Assortment
Albuquerque
migrants to the Territory, came up
turned to Santa Fe today.
from Estancia yesterday afternoon.
of Ladles' Dressing Sacques,
200 LADIES' WALKING
Miss Alice Williams left yesterday Mr.
Harbin is very enthusiastic over
SK RTS.
for Colorado Springs where she will
And Kimonas.
of the Estancia Valley
prospects
In Mohair, Sicillians.
visit, ii iciiuit iui a, lc w uavo,
and says that with plenty of water the
Also a large Lot of Petticoats Covert Cloths. Vicunas
Hon. Trinidad Romero, former del valley will produce abundantly. He
egate
Congress, passed through left for El Paso on this afternoon's
Cheviots and Serges Santa Feto today
In Sateens
en route to Estancia.
train.
In Brown, Navies, Black, alO. A. Arpln and T. H. Roe, sewing
Seersuckers.
and
Ginghams
so In Fancy Mixed Colors, for machine men from Albuquerque, are
BERNALILLO NEWS ITEMS.
business visitors today in Santa Fe,
All New Styles.
Wear.
Spring
a. a. ues jarames, representing a Dr. F. Palmer, of Cerrillos. was in
bt. Louis wholesale hardware house, is Bernalillo on business on Monday.
I have
less than manu- calling on the trade in banta Fe today. Marcus Wisbourne. the Bernalillo
above lines
bought all of
A. I. Roosa, the piano man, left Lasl butcher," spent a few days in Albuquer- facturers' coast of material to make, and will close the Vegas
yesterday and came to Santa I que last week.
entire lot 50 cents on the dollar. Come early and make Fe. He was accompanied by his wife. I The home of Pedro Castillo was sad-F. D. Lewis
man with enel last Thursday by the death of an
your selection as they will not last long at such ridiculous- headquarters at traveling
Trinidad, Colorado, inrant
Misses Reina Bibo and Laura Lester
to
talked
business
Santa Fe merchants
ly low prices.
of Albuquerque, are visiting Mr. and
today.
Mrs. W. B. Miller and daughter, Mrs. Seigfreid Seligman.
TClnla
wfl
crmnt tha, txrtntar of Sun. ' An extra freight train was wrecked
in the upper part of the Bernalillo
mount, will leave this week for Las
yards Sunday evening and delayed
Vegas.
trafljG for about three hours.
R. R. Urquhart, representing a large
C. W. Fairfield, company store man- wholesale drug. house In Kansas City,
-..
hv Hoist
Hfl(?nn nrrnmnan
SUCCESSOR TO SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN.
ou ni traae in oaiua re
TCnirineer Oenree Watson, drove
I
-today.
own t RornnHHn Snnilnv evening
Will C. Barnes, secretary of the Cat- Everybody Is busy with the cleaning
aVholesale
tie Sanitary Board, is looking over the I of the irrigation ditches. Fruit trees
stock situation in the neighborhood of I are in bloom and the weather is fine.
Dorsey.
Joseph Bibo, president of the Berna
Mercantile Company, went to Al- r. R rcaiv stnrA tom-rn-f
tho B,m.
niv hn,,a nf the Aihiimiprmio F!aatorn buquerque Saturday night to spend
at Morlartv. was in th citv todav on OUIluay wun ins lamiiy.
M- I
rown, me mantec garaener oi
business
gar- has ail kinds of green
.1 Bernalillo,
.
A. G. Mooney, of Boston, who is mak-.
ueu sluu ior ssaie ai. nis raucu in uie
ing a tour of the southwest, is taking!
in the various places of interest In upper part of the plaza,
John W. Sullivan, superintendent for
ALL PERIODICALS
Santa Fe.
thft New Mexico Fuel and Iron Com'
N. W. Violettte, traveling salesman Danv t Haean. came to town Fridav
ror a wnoiesaie snoe nouse m sc. ixm- - and returned to camD Saturday.
la, is caning on tne mercnanis oi oama
Charles Parkholm, one of the min
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
I
re toaay.
era trnm Hns-nwho has Hppn sick
L. M. Yeoman, of Tres Piedras, for some time with rheumatism, came
came in over the Denver & Rio Gran- - down Friday and is now under the
de last evening. He is interested in care of Dr. Clarke, surgeon for the
New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company.
mining matters.
Atilano Silva, of Madrid, spent Sun
Mrs. Page B. Otero is in Bernalillo,
to attend the funeral of her grand day in Bernalillo.
New Mexican.
mother, Mrs. Paula de Silva, who died Special Correspondence
at
Lund
Dr.
Mrs.
and
entertained
last Tuesday night.
follow- the
whist
Wednesday
evening,
arDr. ueorge T. Gould of El Paso,
Ino pnioata holtiff nroaont'
Mi
anil
rived in Albuquerque this morning. He MrH RAl(rfr,H ,.
n- - anj m
I
will assume the editorial charge of the CA&rie
Miss Blancne B"lock and Mrs
Albuquerque Citizen.
Rucker. Chocolate was served after
R. C. Livers, an official of the Bureau I the games and everyone
expressed
of Animal Industry, is in Willard for I themselves as well pleased.
the purpose of Inspecting and dipping I
the sheep of that section.
LIVERY STABLE LAW.
F. E. Dunlavy, of the Dunlavy Mer- According to the Williams Livery
cantile Company, was in the city today Stable Law, passed by the 36th Legis- en route to Albuquerque, where he isllatlve Assembly and approved by Gov- ernor Otero, every keeper of a livery
going on business for the company.
J. C. Hutchinson, of Philadelphia, stable is required to post a copy of the
who has been In Santa Fe for some iaw ,n a conspicuous piace in nis
oie. ine iaw is ior me protection
time, left thfi citv todav for Tres Pie- f "very stable keepers against dead
dras where he is interested in mines.
ueats and persons who damage any
G. Volney Howard, Son Of Mr. and vehiclo or inliire anv animal
hired
Mrs. George Hill Howard, formerly or from a liverv gtable
Xhfi New Mexl.
this city and now of Espanola, is in can has printed the law neatly uoon
town, ne nas Deen reading iaw in I nardhnarrt nnrt Is rpnilv" in
fill all nr.
Denver.
ders at $1.00 for each poster in Eng- E. R. Paul, chief clerk in the audi lish or in Spanish.
tor's office of the Santa Fe Central
Railway, went to Albuquerque today
Advertise In tha New MatIcati unil
on business He was accompanied by you
increag0 loya bMlnw.
his wife.

(Great Special Sale

OTTO RETSCH, Propr.

HON

The Plaza Restaurant

-

25.

B-

,(

at

This restaurant will serve the best, first-clas- s
Home-mad- e
meals.
bread, fresh ranch butter and eggs, and will serve the best coffee that
can be bought. Will serve eastern meats.
REGULAR

MEALS
Meal

Ticket

ladies, don t worry about a cook. Come to the Plaza Restaurant
and get good home meals, served family style. Special rates for chil
dren. Separate rooms for families.
We

Cater Especially to Family Trade.

DAVID S. LOWITZKI
Fine Line of New Furniture,
Queensware. Etc.

And will be pleased to show yon through oar establishment.
Goods sold on easy payments 9 &
& j

All
'

W

H

n

u,

r-

B)aoIy

.

San Francisco St.

Papers

Books and Stationery
. JACOB WELTMER . .

WALL PAPER
Our New fStock of Wall Paper
has arrived and is ready for your
inspection. It is the most beautiful line ever shown in Santa Fe.
It will pay you to call and get
first choice. Remarkable prices
prevail.

MiittHifi
228 San Francisco Street.

IVe have

Santa Pe N' ' M

kinds of Second

Hand HouscholdGoods

"

H

Lft

a

ft

f?

ftfQ

Fine Picture Molding.

Matting, etc.

Call and see his new
line of Iron Beds at

r.

NATHAN SALMON
and Retail.

DINNER AND SUPPER, FOR 35c EACH.
Twenty-on- e
Meals, for $6.00,

SHORT ORDERS A'LA CARTE, AT ALL HOURS.
Open till 12 O'Clock Midnight.

--

at

.ums

the Catron Block.

You Get Oysters Any Style Here.
We Are Having a Run on Short Orders.

-

grana-aaugnte-

In

-h

f,i

jj..

Situated

f

-

the

A. E. IRWIN M,gr.

very low price.
San Francisco Street.

Telephone No. 26.

H. S. KAUNE&CO.
WHOLESALK AND KKTAIL DKALKKS

IS

Staple and
Fancy Groceries,
Flour, Hay
and Grain.

Qheiee Delieaeies
In Lenten foods of all kinds, in Canned Sea foods,
Salmon. Shrimps. Lobsters, and other Canned Fish,
we have fresh and delicious. Our Clam Bouillon, Clam
Juice and Claim will be found very appetizing and
nourishing on fast days, and our Jams. Jellies. Preserves and Marmalades are of Exquisite lavor and as
fine as anything that "Mother used to make". Baltimore Oysters every Wednesday and Friday, Fresh
Lake Fish every Friday, fresh Vegetables twice a
week Primrose Butter Etc.

THE OLD CURIO STORE

8.0ANDELAB10
j.
801 Sao Francisco St,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Itidtati and Pexican Curios

-,

The Las Vegas Optic says: "Adju
tant General A. P. Tarkington and
family left this afternoon- for Santa
Pe, to which city they have removed
their household effects.
Bvaristo Lucero has returned from
Albuquerque. While in the Duke City
some unim-IoMr. Lucero purchased
. a.
rt
vm
auu

MS MM!

-

n

A

yruvou i

eoiato

A

111

win

Qiout

Our stock Is the largest In the city and we are
adding goods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money,
after you have visited other stores and obtained
m
prices, call on us and get our

1

im

We are here to stay. We are not closing oat
stock, bat increasing: it every day. This is the
oldest established native carlo store in Santa Pe.
We like the business and you will always find as at
p. 0. BOX
the OLD STAND ready to please you.
If you have any chair to cane, call
The beat place to buy Indian and Mexican BlankeU, Pottery and Curios, alt
Mra. E. C. Rlddley at 103 Quada- 0.-- 4.
e.
e....t w.iih.
, w, M u
i.
Relics from the Cliff Dwellings. Beauti ul Mexican Drawn Work, Box 846

just received a fresh supply of Huyler's and Gunther's Candies and lots
of it. It pays to buy the best "not how cheap but how good"

V
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discounts will be allowed.
to careful observations
According
Fifty Yesrs f he Sfandsrd
m do by the Santa Fe Water it
Lfht
CITY TOPICS
Company, the Santa Fe River during
the last two wo ks has been running a
stream nw raging about 15, 000,000 cibic
of water per twenty-fou- r
hours.
gallons
for
several
Miss Elia Over, who has
That
Is, 15,00(1,000 cubic gallons of waroom
the
of
dining
months had cbarga
ter have passed a ptln of observation
at Suiiiuomit, left today for her former
each twenty four hours during
during
home in California,
There' will be a foot race In Santa Fe the past two weeks. Thl amount of
on Sunday afternoon between Celso Or- wp tor, if saved, would furnish about 400
The two men horse power nigbt and day for twelve
tiz and Damaclo Lopez
are belt g backed by the sporting ele- months, and wool I furnish sufliclent
ment of the city and a good race Is an water for irrigation during the coming
season fer between 5,0i 0 and 6,000
ticlpated.
Merchants on San Francisco Street acres of cultivated land.
" are complaining about the pang of loaf
The Santa Fa light consumers are the
ers who congregate on the sldealUs in only ones in the Territory who have
front of the stores and make it almost been given discount, on their residence
is
impossible for a lady to pass. The po electric light accounts. This city
Mexico
New
town
also
lu
the
only
lice should see to it that the sidewalks
where a minimum rate does not exist. Made from
are not so obstructed.
Ihe high winds of Monday played The charges for electric lights are based
ssa
grapes.
havoc with the telegraph wires. Be upon the number of watts actually consides the damage to the Western Union sumed. Manager Owen lias discontinuPRICE BAKING POWDEH CO.
CHICAGO.
lines the Santa Pe Central Railway tele ed charging meter rates and the cost of
grapn ana telegraphone wires were furnishing electric lights to residences
badlv damaged. Workmen have been and stores Is as low in the Capital City
ed. A
composed of the
out along the line the past two days re as anywhere in the Ter Itory. Other memberscommittee
of the Council, Mayor Gib
bo
will
made
rates
in
reductions
light
pairing the lines and today they have
son and the marshal inspected the
finished and the wires are all in work as consumption increases and as the work
yesterday and report very favor
Water & Light Company Is enabled to
ing order.
ably.
resireduce cost. Stores and private
Tha engine on traiii Jvo. 2 on the
William Baintor was today placed
dences will be the first to benefit.
In
Is
Fe
Central
Santa
the repair shops
is being under a peace bond in the sum of $200
which
new
The
building
as the result of a slight accident which
built by Luis Ortiz, on San Francisco by Justice of the Peace J. M. Garcia.
He could not furnish the bond and is
happened Sunday evening. Just south Street, is well under way.
therefore in the county Jail. The costs
of Stanley the rear trucks on the tender
Owing to the unstability of their were also assessed against him and
were derailed, but fortunately the train
of Pythias did as he could not
the.
building
pay these, he will
was stopped before any severe damage not hold theirKnights
regular meeting last have to remain in Jail until he fur
was done.
night.
nishes bond and pays the costs.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the First
A number of Indians were In the city
The weather for
and tomor
Methodist Episcopal church will give
yesterday looking after their interests row in New Mexicotonight
as
is
reported
New England supper In the parlors of in regard to the use of the water of
and warmer and the In
cloudy
partly
Nambe
River.
the
on
the church on Don Gaspar Avenue
dications are that the cold weather is
Trains Nos. 8, 10 and 3 on the San over. In the northern
Thursday evening, March 30. Supper
part of the Ter
will be served" from 5 o'clock until 8, ta Fe arrived during the noon hour,
will probably be some rain
there
ritory
and the price will be only 35 cents. Ev Train No. 2 from the south and west tonight or tomorrow.
Thursday in
Colorado will be accompanied by rains I
erybodv is welcome and all should at Is several hours late.
at Sunmount and colder weather. The maximum
The improvements
tend. The supper will be extra good
Tent City are rapidly nearing comple temperature in Santa Fe yesterday
and the cause is a worthy one.
tion. The popular resort will soon was 42 at 3:50 in the afternoon, and
During Monday's wind storm, the present a very beautiful appearance.
the minimum was 22 at 2:10 in the
west side of the Tolaya Hill reservoir of
between
The temperature at 6 o'clock
of
The
the
morning.
game
"Shinny"
the Santa Fe Water & Light Company Indians and
town team last Sun this morning was 25, while yesterday
the
was washed away? and Manager Owen
day was one of lively interest. The morning at the same time it was 22.
Is busily engaged this week In repairing
Indians seemed to have the better ol
The repairs will cost tha play.
the damage.
MARKET REPORT.
about $350 and a sufficient force of men
Work was commenced today on the
is employed in this work. The escap- brick
crossing at the corner of San
ing water was Dromptly stopped and Francisco Street and Lincoln Avenue
MONEY AND METAI
did very little damage In the vicinity of This i3 a much needed and welcome
New York, March 29. Monev on call,
the reservoir.
Improvement.
4 percent.
Prime mer
strong, A
4K per cent. Sliver
There will be a special meeting of cantile paper 3
Immediate steps will be taken by the
.
Woman's Board of Trade to put the Golden Lodge No. 3, A. O. U. W. this 56 New
York. March 29. Lead and cop
Plaza grounds in good condition. Ow- evening at 7:30. Several candidates per quiet and unchanged.
will be initiated and all members are
GRAIN.
ing to the drouth and the scarcity of
'
water last year, some of the trees have requested to be present.
8a Close, Wheat,
March
Chicago,
Dr. C. R. Luton, of Grand Rapids
died and the grass plots suffered greatMay. 112; July.
who is now in San Francis
corn, May, 47tf; July,
ly. The dead trees will be cut out and Michigan,
of
co, has wired the management
Oats, May, 29; July, 29$.
in
trees
stead
and
their
young
planted
two
Sunmount for accommodations for
PORK, LARD AND RISK.
the grass will be given constant and
people who are residents of Sacra
May J12.67K; July, 812.82K- Pork,
on.
now
from
thorough attention
Mayor mento.
Lard, May 7.1?M; July, 7.257.27.
Gibson will aid the Board of Trade by
Kibs, May, 88 95; July, 7.12.
A. B. Crawcraft who has been out in
furnishing the services of the city prls.
WOOL MARKET.
re
mountains
for
several
the
days,
oners toward the cleaning of the
St. Louis, Mo., March 2D. Wool, Is
He took fine views
turned
yesterday.
grounds and keeping t'jem in good of the mountain scenery near Santa dull and unchanged.
shape.
Territory and western medium, 32 17.
Fe which are on exhibition at the
The practice of charging 'electric curio store of J. S. Candelario, 301 23; One medium, 17 18; fine, 15
8TOCK MARKETS.
light consumers with a minimum rate San Francisco Street.
Now York, March 29. Closing stocks,
of tfl.50 per month will be abolished for
The funeral of Mrs. Trinidad Duro,
JSew York
bills accruing for the month of April who died at her home on Upper Pal Atchison, 88; pfd., 102;
I4l?g;
entral,
Pennsylvania,
161;
and consumers will only be charged for ace Avenue in this city on Monday, oc Southern Pacific,
Union Pacific,
67;
the number of watts actually used ac- curred this morning. Mass was said 129; pfd., 100; Amalgameted Copper,
S. Steel,
35; pfd., 95.
cording to their respective meters. Also in the Cathedral and the remains were 78; U.
LIVE 8TO0K.
for bills accruing during April, a dis- interred in Rosarlo Cemetery. Charles
Kansas City, Mo., March 29. Cattle
count of 25 per cent will be given on Wagner had charge of the funeral.
10,000, including 800 southerns
receipts,
all amounts over $5 per month, that is
The work on the new breakwater is 5 to 10 cents
uigner.
to say no discounts will be given up progressing rapidly and by Saturday
Native steers, 84.23
$5.85; southern
to $5, but on all sums above that amount night about 1,000 feet will be complet- steers, $3.50
$5.00; soutbern cows,
K2.25
S4.00; native cows and hellers,
$2.00
$4.85; stockers and feeders,

Soblc

j IHBB

For the
Springtime

dI

mm

Goods J!

We carry a

The Great
West

full line of

these implements. Also Harrows, Cultivators, etc.
We

have a large stock Poultry Netting. All sizes.

Wagons.

We have inducements to offer in oui Wagon Department as we carry a full line. See the goods and get

our prices before buying elsewhere.

ee d s .

Our stock of Alfalfa, Blue
Grass, Peas, Beets, Onion
Sets; also package seeds for
the Garden, are all fresh and
of the best quality.'

Wind Mills

helped to make the West. It has
been one of the most efficient aids
to the advancement of civilization
by making transportation easy for
the pioneer. Many or tne nrst men
in the West took the Studebaker
with them. They are still buying
Studebakers, having learned their
value by experience. The Studethan ever
baker is better
y

S

.

has been made since the first
Studebpker wagon was made.
Indeed the Studebaker wagon

e are aSents
r
mills
stock.
in
sample

before.
Studebakers also make a full line of all
kinds of vehicles, harness, etc. They
I control entire ortputof the World Buggy
Co. and make tha "Izzer Line" of vehicles.
All dealers handle Studebaker goods.
I
Write us for catalogues, etc.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.
South Bend, Ind.
WESTERN ItEPORITOBIESi
Cat
Portland, Oregoa.
Bait lmilo Vttj, linn.

I Son Franclneo,

e Sampson.

OUR STOCK OF GARDEN
IS COMPLETE.

T00L8

.

Seligi an Brothers' Co.

SPECIAL

For the week commencing

Monday, March 27th,
Satefftiay, April 1st, 1905

88H'.w.

$3.u0

bull, $2.60 (3 $4.25;
$6.25; western fed steers,
$5.60; western fed cows, $3.25

(at

$4.90;

calves, $2.50
$4.25
$4.50.

Sheep receipts 4,000, strong.
$5.90; lambs, $6 50;
Muttons, $5 00
85.50;
$7.50; rango wethers. $5.00
fed ewes, $5.00
$5.65.
Chicago, March 29 Cattle receipts,
16,000, 10 cents higher.
Good to prime steers, $5.25
$8.25;
$5 00; stockers
poor to medium, $4.00
and feeders. $1.00
85.00; cows, $3.00
$5.25 canners,
$4.75; heifers, $3.00
$4.50;
$2.40; bulls, $2.30
$160
$6.50.
calves, $3.00
Sheep receipts 2,000, steady.
Good to choice wethers, $5.75
$6.25;
fair to choice mixed, $4.50
$5.50;
western sheep, $4.50
$6.25; native
$7 60; western lambs,
lambs, $5.00
$6.00

$7.80.

BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico Partly
cloudy and warmer tonight and Thurs
day; probably rain in north portion
Thursday.
Eastern Colorado: Partly cloudy and
warmer tonight; Thursday cloudy with
prob tblv rain or snow and cooler.
Western Colorado: Kain or snow to
night and probably Thursday; warmer
tonight and colder Thursday
Yesterday toe thermometer registered
as follow: Maximum temperature, 42
degrees, at 3:50 p. m.; minimum, 22
agrees, at 2:10 a. ro. The mean
temperature for the 24 hours was 33 de
grees. Relative humidity, 38 per cent.
Temperature at 6:00 a. m. today, 25
degrees.
U. 8. WEATHER

Sixty years of experience with Ayer's Sarsa-parillThink of that! Think of the millions
of people who have been cured by this medicine I
If despondent, down-heartediscouraged, and
almost ready to give up, this splendid old family
medicine will prove the silver lining to your
dark and dismal cloud. Ask your doctor.

a!

d,

Xad by tha I. O. Ayer Co., Low.ll, Van.
..
Alio maaufaoturara of
ATBR'S EAR VIGOR For the hair.
ATBR'S PILL8-F- or
conttipatioa.
ATBR'S CHB&KT PECTORAL Foi coughs. ATBR'S AGUB CURB For msiulA

Remember

ant ago.

.

.

A

Want

Ad will

and ending

In order to give oar patrons an opportunity to take advantage of the
UNUSUALLY LOW PRICES of out

UNDERWEAR SALE

MUSLIN

we will continue the sale for ONE MORE WEEK.

Summer Shirt Waist Sale
u

Now is the time to lay in a supply to last you all summer.
You can have them at your own figures: 25c, 50c, 75c, 90c.

$1,00 and up to $3.50, $5.00 and $7.50.
Our prices in all departments are keeping pace with the
cotton market. Cotton is low and so are our prices.
The largest assortment of Shirt Waist Goods ever seen in
the city- Piques. India Linons, Linens, Persian Lawn, Paris
Muslin, Cotton Voile, Beige, and Mercerized Cottons of
-

every description.

Special Sale of Figured Lawns
Reduced from 8c a yard to
Reduced from 10c a yard to
Reduced from 12

1

2c a yard to

Reduced from 20c a yard to

-

5c yard.
8c ii

10c
14c

ii

Carpets, Rugs, Linoleums, Art Squares, and everything you will need during
House Cleaning times,

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.,
The LOWEST oRICE HOUSE in the City for Fine Goods, and for half a Century
the LEADING, DuY GOODS HOUSE. The store that your pocketbook appreciates.

Sale Commences

inlay, HM ZflHoii't

fotoet tne Date.

bring you results.

we run an "up to now" Drug Store where you can find

everything usually kept in a first

class drug store. Look for the red front.

'ft,',

SALES

&tnm

ls4&(kto
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Acne, Tetter
Eczema
Salt Rheum

umnramnier

error

ji

Psoriasis
Nettle Rash

An itching, burning skin disease during the hot, sultry summer weather, is a positive
terror and a veritable demon of discomfort. The intolerable itching and stinging are tantalizing almost beyond endurance, and the unsightly eruption and rough, red skin keep one
thoroughly uncomfortable and miserable night and day. Eczema, Tetter, and diseases of
this type are caused by acid poisons in the blood, which the heat of summer seems to wan.i
into life and renewed activity.
These fiery acids keep the blood in a riotous and sour
condition, and the skin unhealthy and feverish they inflame the pores and retard perspira
d
furnace, and the escaping poison bums
tion, when the whole body feels like an
blisters
like
and
liquid fare.
THE ITCHING WAS TERRIBLE.
TORMENTING ECZEMA.
To tlie skin disease sufferer, Escondido, Snn Diego Co., Cal., Oct 1900.
Kansas City, Mo., May, 1898.
SIRS My body broke out with a
summer time brings no joy, rashDEAR
or eruption. The itching, especially at
In 1896 I experienced at times
on the insideof my hands that but is a season ofunrest, sleep night, was simply terrible; it would almost
patches
?i i
ncneu auuj uurneu, causing mucn dis- less
disappear at times, only to return worse than
nights and incessant pam, ever.
I had tried many preparations withcomfort. As time went by it grew
worse. I had read medicine in my resulting in shattered nerves, out benefit, and hearing of S. S. S. determinearly twenties (now 50 years of age") physical exhaustion and gen ed to give it a fair trial; a few bottles cured
me entirely, renioviug every blemish and
and was convinced that I was afflicted
L Marno.
with a type of Eczema. I consulted eral derangement or all the pimple from my body.
r
several physicians and a number of vital forces.
is
a
Scratching
BAD FORM OF TETTER.
specialists, and used several external
recreation to one torapplications, one 01 whicn was claim- pleasant
For three years I had Te! tcr on my hands,
ed to be a certain specific. I confess, mented and almost distracted which
caused them to swell to twice theii
however. I had but little faith in
natural size. Part of the time the disease
external applications, yet I used them, by an aggravating itching skin was in the form of running sore.?, very painSome fin4 tempor- ful, and causing me much discomfort. Font
receiving but 6light temporary relief. eruption.
said the Tetter had progressed
in
relief
bathing and the doctors
and in less than a month I experienced ary
and they could da notliiii;;
to be
a change for the better, and by May application of lotions and for me. Icured,
took only three 'bottles of S. S. S
of that year all symptoms had discured. This was fifteen
A few hours respite is and was completely
appeared, and I found myself entirely salves.
ago, and I have never since seen any
years
no
of
and
have
had
the
return
cured,
gained by such methods, but sign of my old trouble.
disease since.
Mrs. L. B. Jackson,
W. P. Brush,
applied externally can
837 St. Paul St, Kansas City, Kan.
Station A, Kansas City, Mo. nothing
alter the condition of the blood
or check the outflow of the burning fluids through the skin. Only persistent and faithful
constitutional treatment can do this. The acid poison in the blood, which is the real cause of
the eruption, must be attacked, and when the blood has been cleared of all accumulated impurities and restored to a healthy condition,then, and only then, will a. thorough and lasting
cure be effected, and for the accomplishment of all this, no remedy equals S. S. S., which
contains all requirements for cleansing and building up the acid blood, and invigorating
and toning up the system. S. S. S. completely and permanently eradicates every vestige
of poison, thus effectually preventing a fresh outbreak of the disease.
Cases that have resisted ordinary treatment for years, yield to the purifying, cooling
the
, effects of S. S. S. upon the blood, and when rich, pure blood is again circulating through
system, the itching and stinging cease, the eruption disappears, and the red, rough skin
becomes soit and smooth again.
Skm diseases appear in various forms sometimes
in pustules or blisters, sores, rashes, or red, disfiguring
bumps and pimples but all are caused by a bad condition of the blood, and for which S. S. S. is a safe and
effectual cure. No bad effects can come from its use,
because it contains no Arsenic, Potash or other harmful
drugs, but is guaranteed a strictly vegetable remedy.
from some summer terror like Eczema, Tetter, Acne, Psoriasis, Salt
If you are a sufferer
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3!
1
1!
i
i
J
..1 t-xasn
or
iietiie
janarea disease, write us aooui it, anu meuiuai auvice or any special
Kneum,
-information wanted will be given without charge.
Our Book on Skin Diseases will be sent free to all desiring it.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, CA.
over-heate-

1

1

1

1

1

toe-fa-

-

r

1

H. C. Yontz

MANUNACTURER

DEALER IN

fatties, Clock
aod

Ml

Repair of Fine
.

OF

Mexican Filigree

Jewelry

JEWELRY

Fainted China.

Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

Watches-an-

In-

P.
Connecting with the
Shortest line out of Santa-Ffe- .
.

&

ROUTE,

via

TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
or New Mexico, to Chicago, Kan sasCityorSt.Louls

X. E. and

When you

THE NEW

travel take the

BEST, SAFEST

LIN K

AND

SHORTEST
ROAD
Fine "chair cars, elegant
Pullmans and Tourist cars,
cars.
superb dining
"BEST ON WHEELS."

c e n nrX u

Tickets on sale, to Chicago
Kansas City, St L u is, E
Paso and all points East
We also
sell
tickets

TO EUROPE.

CONNECTING

ALL THE

.GREAT RAILWAY SYSTEMS
of

NEW MEXICO

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

H.
Woolf mid ol.qer progressive citizens of
Phoenix, Ariz., axo working on a plant
about 9,000 acres of
that will

Attorneys at Law.

II. L. Chandler.

A

J. Peters,

R.

irrigate

new country south of that city. The
plan Is to Install a large pumping plant
west of Tempo, where the water Is
closer to the surface than iiny other
A ditch about flvo miles In
place.
length will bn dug and the water
brought down south of the city.

Via the Cunard Steamship
Line, the O.d Dominion
Steamship Company, and
the North Oerman Lloyd
Line.

Fast Freight
Special
Line arranged five tp six
day 8 from Chicago, Kansas
City and St. Louis.

I

Santa Fe,

Attorney at Law,

New

.

M

Shortest Una to El Paso, Mexico, and the southwest.
routs to California via Santa Fe Central, El

The

only

first-slM- e

and

touthern Paolflc.
Clooo connections at Torrance with THE GOLDEN 8TATE LIMITED fast
'.trains for all points oast and west. 8ervlce unsurpassed. Dining, Library
'and' Pullman Cars of the latest pattern. Berths reserved by wire.
TRY OUR ROUTE.

17. II. ANDREWS,
Pros. & GeiTI

S. B. GRIMSHAW,
6 F. & P.

A

Alanaoer.

J

A. K1N0X.

Travelino F, and P.

.

'co.

RICHARD H. HANNA,"
Attorr.ey at Law, .
Offices Griffin Block.
'Phone 66.
BEiNJAMIN

M.

f?EAu,
Attorney at Law,
"
New Mexico.
Santa Fe.
It Is expected that sulllcleiit water
BIock.
Sena
Palace Ave.
5
Ofilco,
001
to"
ubout
can bo pumped
Irrigate
acres of land, which has never been en1,
WILLIAM H. . LLEWELLYN,
tlvated, but which is said to be as fui ille,
Attorney at Law,
will
land
This
in
the territory.
lis any
Las
Cruces, New Mexico.
be cut up Into farms to suit the id us of
District
Attorney for Dona Ana
and
those wlio are backing the chemo
Luna and Sierra Coun
Grant,
Otero,
they hope to have one of the mot pros tics Third Judicial District.
perous settlements in Maricopa count
within a short lime.
CHAS. F. E SLEY,

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law,

MATRI HONIAL NEWS IN NEW MEXICO.

Friday evening at the Presbyterian
in El Paso he marriage of Miss
Vivette Davis to Forrest H. White was
celebrated. The groom Is a prosperou
young ranchman; of Earlhain, New
Mexico, and the brida Is one of El
Paso's daughters, although well known
in the southern part of the Territory
having been a former studeut in the
Agricultural College at Mesilla Park.
At Carlsbad last week Walter Tho r p
son Palorand Mrs. Nellie Ross Nason
were married by Judge Pope. Mr,
Paylor is a bookkeeper in the insurance
office of Kellahln & Calfee at Roswell
and Mrs. Paylor is a native of Virginia
who has been In the Pecos Valley for
three years
Miss May Ross and Varnedoe M
Heetb, both of Roswell, were united in
marriage at Roswell last week. Mrs,
Heeth and Mrs. Paylor are sisters.

church

ALAMOGORDO AND

EL PASO GUN CLUBS,

several members of the El faso gun
club engaged with the newly qrga&ized
Alamogordo club at the latter place last
Saturday and some good scores were
made. The El Pasoans carried off the
first, second and third prizes but Ala'
mogordo captured the fourth, through
the good shooting of Dr. Miller. Con
sidering the fact that the Alamogordo
club has been organized only a fa
Jays, tts members did very well. About
April 8 or 9 the Alamogordo club will
go to El Paso for a return shoot.
SIX TOWNSHIPS

FOR
AN

IRRIGATION SITE

New Mexico.
S:.nta Fe,
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.

1905
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cTWarch. 1905
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FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
MonteKiima Lodge No ,s
1. A- - F. and A. K- .communica
Regular
tion first Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall, at 7:30 n. m.
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

J.

jJL

Steamboat Springs, Colo., March 28
The government Is planning another
big Irrigation project for northwestern
Colorado. Six townships comprising
!
A. W. POLLARD,
133,000 acres of government land have
b: en withdrawn from entr and will be
Attorney-at-Law- .
New Mexico,
held for a reservoir site. The land con Deming
District Attorney, Luna County.
cerned is between Burns and McCoy on
the northern line of Eagle county, and
the reservoir to be built there will hold
Osteopathy.
water enough to irrigate 2,000,000 acres
(Small Holding Claim No. 2624.)
DR. CHARLES A. WHfiELON,
of land. The project will cost the gov
Notice for Publication.
Osteopath.
Department of the Interior, United ernment more than 83,000,000.
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
March 9, 1905.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
JURY PAILS TO AQREE ON VERDICT.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
diseases without drugs or
At Carlsbad last Saturday the jury in
medicines.
lowing named claimant has filed notice case of the
vs.
Lee
Dannley
Territory
of his intention to make final proof In
No charge for consultation.
on trial for the killing of his brother
'Phone 166.
support of his claim under sections 16
Hours:
m., 5 p. m.
W. F. Harris, of Eddy County,
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the act failed to agree and were dismissed by
Dentists.
of February 21, 1893, (27 Stats., 470) Judge Pope. They considered the case
DR. C. N. LORD,
; and that said proof will be made be
from Wednesday until late Saturday
fore the register or receiver at Santa night but could come to no agreement, Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
Fe, N. M., on April 19th, 1905, viz.:
Store, South Side o. Plaza.
eight holding out for conviction and
Abel Pino, for the tract one, In sec four for
will
.
come
acquittal The case
tion 4,. T 13 N, R 9 E.
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
at the next term of court.
up
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
JAY TURLEY,
WHAT IS. CATARRH?
Civil Engineer aad Surveyor,
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the Hyomei Cures This Common and DIs.
Irrigation Wctk a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
township, viz.:
Disease.
agreeable
Jose Padilla, Antonino C. de Baca,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Herman Pino, all of Santa' Fe, N. M.,
Hyomei cures catarrh by the simple
O. A. C0LLIN8,
and Antonio J. Ortiz, of Oalisteo.
method of breathing it into the air
Civil and Irrigation Engineer,
Any person who desires to protest passages and lungs. It kills the germs
against the allowance of said proof, or of the catarrhal
Surveying and Mapping.
poison, heals and
who knows of any substantial reason
Estimates Furnished.
soothes the irritated mucus mem,
under the laws and regulations of the
enters the blood with the oxy 112 San Francisco St, Santa Fe, N. M
brane,
Interior Department why such proof
and kills the germs present there,
should not be allowed will be given an gen
Architects.
effectually
driving this disease from
d
opportunity at the
the
system.
HOLT A HOLT.
e
time and place to
the
If you have any of the following
Architects and Civil Engineers.
witnesses of said claimant, and to of
fer evidence In rebuttal of that submit symptoms, catarrhal germs are at
Maps and surreys made, buildings
work somewhere in the mucus mem and construction work of all kinds
ted by claimant.
brane of the nose, throat, bronchial planned and superintended. Offloe,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tubes or tissues of the lungs,
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vega.
Register. offensive breath
husklness of voice " Phone 94.
of
the
note
dryness
discharge .from the
nose
pain across the eyes
Notice for Publication,
in baok of the
stoppage of the nose
VERE O. WALLINQFORD,
pain
head
atniffftt
(Homestead Entry No. 5165.)
Architect
in front of the
of the body
aching
pain
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febru
head
in the First National Bank Block,
droppings
to
take
tnroat
tendency
1905.
27,
ary
eold
mouth open while
Albuquerque, N. M
Notice is hereby given that the fol burning pain In the
sleeplnar
throat
tlokling hack of the
lowing named settler has filed notice hawkingR. M. NAKE,
to clear the
palate of
of his Intention to make final proof In throat
formation
crusts
and Builder.
Architect
in
chest
in
nose
the
the
support of his claim, and that said pain
a oough
New Mexico.
dryness ot the throat Santa Fe
In the morning
proof will be made before the regis stitch In side
losa
of
flesh
of
losing
strength
ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on variable ai petite
spasms of coughing
low spirited at times
short and
oouh
It is an admitted fact that real es
April 12, 1905, viz.:
haoklnor
frothy muManuel SandovaJ y Balemio, for the raislngof
financial men and merchants ail
tate,
cous
worse
oough
ana morningsnights say that quickest and best results are
SW 4 NB
SB 4 ex pectorating yellow
E 2 NB
matter
loss In vital force
NW
section 28, T 15 N, R 11 B.
a feeling of tightness obtained by advertising In the "New
difficulty In breath- across the upper Mexican."
ins
He names the following witnesses
part of the cheat '
to prove his continuous residence upon Jrequent sneezing
Hyomei will cure the disease, des
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
troy
activity of all germ life in the
Teofllo Herrera, Rafael Sena, of
Cows Spring, N. M.; Felix Rouquillo, respitory organs, enrich and purify the
THE LUNGS
blood with additional ozone, and after
and
Nicolas Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.
few day's use of this treatment
a
MANUEL R. OTBRO,
the
of these symptoms will
WITH
Register, havemajority
disappeared. In a few weeks the
cure will be completed.
THE LEGISLATIVE MANUAL.
Catarrhal colds cannot exist when
The Legislative Manual for 1095, or Hyomei is used. This is a strong
rOriSUMPTION
Pries
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical statement, but A. C. Ireland empha
OUGHSand
FOB
60c & $1.00
and official compendium of value to sizes It by agreeing to refund your
JQLDS
Free Trial.
every business man and officer and of money if Hyomei does not cure.
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
interest .to every citizen., 304 pages.
THBOAI and LTJNC TBOUB-U-8,
Price 11.50. Address the New Mszlcsn
Advertise In tbo Now Mexican and
or MONBT BAOK.
on will Increase tow boalnsM.
Printing Company.
2--

9--

J. Fischer, Secretary.

A.

IMPROVED

RDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 6, I. O. R. M.,
meets every Thursday evening at Odd
Fellows' Hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE. Chief of Records.
FRATERNAL UNION.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 269, Fraternal
Union of America Regular meetings
first and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Knights of Pythias
Hall, Don Gacpar Avenue. Visiting;
fraters welcome.
GABINO F.ENDON,
Fraternal Master.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
MAGGIE G. MONTOYA, Treasurer.
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any oi the large
cities. Our solicitor: livery piece of
work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one) of
the best binderies In the west

Santa Fe

Filip

and

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

Jewelry Manflfactiiiiit Co.

Golfl a

Silver Filigree

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

-

'
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1-- 4,

1--

1-- 4,

Laughlln Building, Don flasDir Avenne.

rcrom

1--

1--

kill
CURE cough

-

Dr. King's

Uov

Discovory

Smutuj

BUILDING &P

LOAN ASSOCIATION
Will assist yon to

Own Your Own Home I
Be your own landlord.
Pay your
rent Into the Building A Loan
Association and thus pay for your

home.

-

The Association has on hand money!
to toan on desirable

property.

For particulars call on
the

.

ir address

secretary.

R. J. CUCHTON,

IBIIV1M BLOCK,

SAKTA

VI.

K. K.I

.

A

m

rn

E. C. ABBOTT,
Sunta Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M. Regular con
Attorney at Law,
vocation second Monday
Practices in the District and Su
in oach month at Mason
preme Courts. Prompt and csreful at
ic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
tention given to all business.
District Attorney f;r the Counties of
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba. Taos and Saa A THUR SELICMAN, Secretary.
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Santa Fe Commandery No
EDWARD C. WADE,
! K- - T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
Attorney at Law,
f month at Masonic
Practices in All the Courts.
Hall, at
7:30 p. m.
W. R. PRICE, E. C
"Mining Cases and Mineral Patents a
W. E. GRIFFIN, R corder.
Specialty."
New Mexico.
Las Cruces
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Attorney at Law,
(District Attorney for Second Judicial Pythias. Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock, Castle Hall,
District.)
Practices in the District Courts and corner of Don Gaspar Avenue and Wathe .Supreme Court of the Territory ter Street. Visiting Knights given i
also before the United States Supreme cordial welcome.
Court in Washington.
FREDERICK SIEGNER, C. C.
Albuquerque,
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
New Mexico.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
A. B. RENEHAN,
I. O. O. F.
Practices in the Supreme and DIs
trict Court. Mining and Land Law a
Sauta Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
Specialty. Roomo 8 and 9, Sena Build
meets every Friday evening In Odd
ing, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, U. M.
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street
G. W. PRICHARD,
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEORGE W. KNAEBEL, N. Q.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court,
B. P. O. ZLK8.
Office Capitol Building, Santa Fe, N.M,
Santa Fe Lod No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
EMMETT PATTON,
holds Its regular gee sion on the second
and fourth Wednesdays oi each month.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96.
Roswell, New Mexico. Visiting brothers are Invited and welOffice Over Citizen's National Bank, come.
A. L. MORRISON, Jr., E. 3.

:
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MAX. FROST,

in-la-

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE

PUMPING PLANT TO
IRRIGATE 5,000 ACRES.
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A LITTLE CHILLI

A BIG

THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE

Palace:

(PKBBX DAVIS')

And the dreams

when taken In time always prevents sickness.
Buj it TKY IT. Keep It handy for sudden
attacks. The old reliable medicine.

are shocked Into realities. The. visions vanish into general frustra-

tion. The nicest scheme of eco nomics tumbles into domestic chaos.
Your policy in the EQUITABLE will prove an asset In all times of
need.. See to it that you get it. into force and keep It In force.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY Agent.

MRS. L. A. HASVEY, Agent.

Palace Avenue.

Santa Fe, N. M

WANTED A cook, apply to Mrs. R.
J. Palen, 231 Palace Avenue.
WANTED Clean cotton rags. For
a short time we will pay 4c a pound
for clean rags. New- Mexican Printing
company.

BFEfJjVAJSI frGAJITJIER,
Mnufacturer

aaa Domestic

Havana

Fine

of

Domestic Brands,
PRIDE OF SANTA

Havana Brands,
DEFENDER,

GOLD SEAL,

WHOLESALE RS
Factory

L".

FE,

AND

COLOMBO,
CUBAN PLANTATION,

E.

tips

235 Washington

Avenue.

O M LIT

BEN BOTHE
QUICKEL
When You Come to Albu querque Don't Forget.

THE
Cl-u.'- b

ZEI6ER

8
S

CAFE

QUICKEL & BOTHE Proprietors.
Hoem axicL IBillarcl Hall
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

ZUIBTJCTTIEIRXTJIB

THl

Can be obtained

1ST.

IMI.

at the

COAL YARD
CAPITAL
CERRILLOS and MONERO

Anthracite and Bituminous Coal at wholesale and retail. We want to
call your attention to the superior quality of our LUMP COAL, which is
screened, free from dirt and bone.
CORD WOOD, FIRE WOOD AND KINDLING, cut any desired size.
All orders will receive prompt and careful attention. Office: Garfield
Avenue, near A. T. & S. F. Depot, 'Phone No. 85, Santa Fe, N. M.

E- - G- -

KAN ALTER,

?

Real Estate and Stock Broker
OFFICE CLAIRE HOTEL.
XXXXXXXXXXXX3eX3

XXXXXXXXXXWSXXXXS

ARRIVALS.

COLDI

PotinkilWif

SOCIfcTY.
Men plan, men dream dreams, men see visions..

HOTEL

7

J SO 5.

WANTED Ten men In each state
to travel, tack signs and distribute
samples and circulars of our goods.
Salary $75 per month. 3 per day for
expenses. Kuhlman Co., DepL S., At
las Building, Chicago.
--

DOUBLE

Palmer Woolsey and wife,

L. Spinner, New York City; Walter L.
Bowen, A. A. .Keen, Albuquerque; N.
W. Violette, St. Louis; Roy, E. Davis,
0. A. Arpin, T. H. Roe, Denver; R. R.

TRAIN SERVICE

DAILY

Urquhart, Kansas City.
Claire: L. Spiemer, New York City;
F. P. Weaver, Los Angeles ; H. J. Haw-ley- ,
Denver; A. A. Des Jardines, St.
Louis; O. L. Hinton, Flemingsburg,
Ky.; F. D. Lewis, Trinidad; George W.
Harbin, Waterloo, Iowa; A. J. Ortiz
and son, J. G. Casaus, Antonito, Colo.
Bon Ton: Ricardo Casaus, Fred Ortiz, J. R. Atenclo, J. FT Salazar, J. Lu- cero, J. Overstreet, Ortiz, Colo.; L. M.
Yeoman, Tres Pledras; W. Wright,
Denver; E. C Anderson, J. B. H.
Willis, N. M.; Juan Casaus, Los
Plnos.
Normandle:
C H. Howland, Caml-dos- ;
S. J. Spray, Salida, Colo.; John
M. Cooke, Albuquerque; O. M. Wilson,
R. A. Wilson Denver; Volney Howard,
San Francisco.

BETWEEN

THE

:
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-
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WEST AND EAST

li Li n

Mill

Gil-mor-
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CHICAGO FLYER"

NATURE TELL8 YOU.

WANTED A hustler to take agency
for the best visible writing machine As Many a Santa Fe Reader Knows
made.
Fine terms to right party.
Too Well.
Hustlers apply. Typewriter Exchange,
When the kidneys are sick,
El Paso, Texas.
Nature tells you all about It.
The urine is nature's calendar.
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
Infrequent or too frequent action;
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
Any
urinary trouble tells of kidney
other public and private use. Apply ills.
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure all kidney
ills.
RANCH for rent or on share, with
Santa Fe people testify to this.
orchard, full bearing. Irrigating water. Read this: "Lucarlo Lopez of Alto St.,
Twelve miles from Santa Fe. Apply J. says: "When a man has had attacks of
backache for ten years, some of them
B. Laray.
o virulent that he could not walk,
FOR RENT One of Hinckley's cot- that he could not sleep at night and
tages, on Johnson Street. Six rooms, could not even lie comfortably down on
bath and kitchen range. All modern account of his back for at least five
some
conveniences.
Apply to R. H. Hanna. years of that period, he knows
thing about what chronic backache
ROOM
FOR
RENT Large sunny really is. As might be expected when
tront room on Palace Avenue near my kidneys were not performing their
with the
functions property trouble
Plaza.
kidney secretions existed particularly
observable at night. I consistently and
TEAMS WANTED.
To haul machinery
from Cochltl persistently tried remedies guaranteed
mine at Albemarle to Thornton. Light to cure kidney complaint, before I went
or heavy loads. Also laborers to re- to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kid
pair the road. Will pay cash. Address ney Pills, but I met with very Indiffer
Navaho Gold Mining Co., Bland, N. M. ent success. Doan's Kidney Pills acted directly on my kidneys and In a
TO PREVENT THE GRIP.
very short space of time the backache
Laxatime Bromo Quinine, the world- and trouble with the kidney secretions
wide Cold and Grip remedy, removes ceased."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cts.
the cause. Call for the full name and
look for slgnatire of E. W. Grove. 25c. Foster MElburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y sole
agents for the United States. Remem
Have your stationery printed by tke ber the name, Doan's, and take no
New Mexican Printing Company.
.GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILE8.
It Is an admitted fact that real
financial men and merchants all
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles. Your druggist will refund say that quickest and beet results are
money If PAZO OINTMENT falls to obtained by advertising In the "New
cure you In 6 to 14 days. 60c.
Mexican."

A

Ask the Ticket Agent and Insist on a Ticket Via This, Route.
"BEST MEALS ON WHEELS."
A. N. BROWN.

Genl. Pass. Agt.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

3E

CHARLES W. DUDROW.

LUMBER

'

SASH

- DOORS

All Kinds of Building Material.
CORD

Aio

STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything

Phore

that is

Movable.

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos,

35 Santa Fe

N U

A. P. HOGLE

Undertaker and

funeral Director
MIIRM BTK8XT
W Refeanc

OtoM

m eat KMBAI IfW. Kick CUt

RESIDENCE PHONE 41.

Whatever Possesses Real Merit Is Always Rewarded
No Family Medicine

Chest Is Complete Without "La Sanadora"

At last we have amongst us and within our reach a medicine on which we can rely for relief from the. many maladies and afflictions of life.
LA SANADORA is a medicine that don't kill pain temporarily, but it cures and heals, restoring you to perfect health, whenever you have the misfortune to be sick. Immediately after its use, be It external or Internal relief is received, as has often been proven.
Whoever uses LA SANADORA Is not making a guess nor an experiment, but will get well and be cured with a safe, sure and excellent medicine. You may be inexperienced in Its use, but it is very simple In Its application and sure in its effects.
With each bottle of LA SANADORA you will find a book of instuctions. Read it and don't fear that your time has been wasted, as, when disease afflicts you, you will know how to use this great medicine, and have the
satisfaction of knowing it has saved you.
In winter we are troubled with coughs, colds and many other painful "Afflictions peculiar to cold weather. Positive relief and a sure recovery to health will be found in the use of LA SANADORA.
In summer
afflictions, trouble old ana oung. LA SANADORA, is an infallible cure.
diarrhoea, colic and many other gastro-intestinThis infallible medicine cures: Rheumatism, Sprains, Contusions, Scratches, Headache, Sore Throat, Coughs, Stings of Insects and Reptile Bites, Contraction of Muscles and Tendons, Stiff Joints, Pain in the Breast and
Colics, Cholera.Plles.Pain in the Ouams, Itching and all painful afflictions. For sale at all drug stores. Price 36c a
Back, Lumbago, Kidney TrouhVe Neuralgia, Tooth cha. Sore Nlpnles. Burns, Earache, Catarrh, Fever, Chills,
'
bottle.
--

'

al

After "La Sanadora' Has Been Used by Thousands of People With Great Success, the Praises of the Wonderful Medicine Which We Herewith
Publish, Bear Witness to Its Merits.
Territory of New Mexico,

County of San Miguel.
I, Juan Ignacio Baca, do hereby
make this .declaration under my oath:
For he period of three years I had
been afflicted by Malaria Fever, and
my sufferings were such that I was
unable to do any kind of work, or attend to my business. I procured and
used many patent medicines without
deriving from any of them any benefit to my health, and having lost all
hope of recovering my health, it was
my good fortune to meet the excellent
good lady, Mrs. Emilie M. de Delgado,
of this city, who kindly recommended
me the use of "La Sanadora" for my
case, and she herself gave me the
medicine according to directions, and
it resulted In a complete restoration
'
of my lost health. After three days
that I had been using the medicine,
I felt so well that thereafter my energy
to move returned and my health Is
excellent I always keep at home this
wonderful medicine, and it is a great
satisfaction to me to know that Its
use In any kind of similar diseases,
shall always prove a blessing. And I
recommend all persons Buffering to
avail themselves of this medicine, assuring them that they will find the desired relief.
JUAN IGNACIO BACA.
'
The above was made under oath
this 19th day of January. A. D., 1904,

at Las Vegas, N. V,, before me as a years and have sought In vain for a ment of "La Sanadora" In one of our
J. P. CONKLIN.
witness.'
cure, both with doctors and prepared Spanish papers and decided to give
medicines, blood purifiers, etc. Noth- your remedy a fair trial, which. Lam
ing seemed to do me good. I was pre- pleased to say, has proven satisfacTerritory of New Mexico,
vailed upon to try Sanadora some tory.
County of Lincoln.
"
"La Sanadora" has entirely cured
I, Millard F. Davidson, make this three months ago, which I did and I
statement under oath for the benefit believe now I am completely cured. my wife of these diseases and she
of all sufferers as. I have suffered. When I began taking this medicine I now feels like a new woman. I can
This present winter I caught a bad had breaking out on my body and truthfully say that "La Sanadora"
cold and had pains In my chest and a sores which have now entirely disap- has given her relief after all others
severe cough. I thought 1 was surely peared. I feel first rate and can rec- have failed. I feel so thankful for the
going to have pneumonia. 1 tried dif- ommend Sanadora to anyone who is good "La Sanadora" has done for my
wife that I consider it my duty to add
ferent remedies, but none relieved the troubled as I have been.
SAMUEL FARMER,
my testimony to that of others who
pain or stopped the cough. I heard
Subscribed and sworn to before me have been cured by your wonderful
several people recommond Sanadora
so tried it and in less than two days this 12th day of February, A. D., 1902. remedy "La Sanadora."
If anyone
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS,
doubts the truth of this statement, let
was well and able to attend to busi- (Seal)
ness. Since then I have called others'
Notary Public. him or her write to me and I will tell
him or her just what "La Sanadora,"
attention to" this remedy, and without
LA 8ANAD0RA CURE8I
has done for my wife.
exception they have been cured. It
ONE OF MANY:
does what is claimed for it.
Thanking you for your kindness, I
F. DAVIDSON.
Hedges, San Diego, Co., Cal., July 12. remain yours very truly,
PROFESSOR A J. MONROY, M. A
Subscribed to and sworn to before Romero Drug Company,
Mexico.
New
Deputy Clerk of the Supreme Court
Las
Vegas,
AD.,
of
me thli 21st day
February,
San Diego Co., California.
of
'Dear
Sirs:
1902. From the Optle, July 27, 1903.
with
afflicted
been
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS,
My wife has
Notary Public. Rheumatism and Neuralgia for a long Juarez City, State of Chihuahua, Mex(Seal)
time, and before writing to you, she ico, November 23d, 1903.
Lincoln, New Mexico, Feb, 21st, 1902 had used a great many
remeRomero Drug Company,
dies without apparent benefit RealisLas Vegas, N. M. '
obtained
unless
she
ing the fact that
Territory of New Mexico,
Gentlemen This letter is for the
relief soon her disease would get the
County of Lincoln
purpose of informing you of the
only
someInto
and
resiof
her
best
develop
This is to certify that I am a
dent of the County of Lincoln, Terri- thing more serious. I commenced to following facta:
Since the 7th of the present month
tory of New Mexico, that I have suf- search for some reliable remedy, and
fered with scrofula trouble for four thanks to God I saw the advertise I have been suffering from a
....

Dtofcjg
.

Compafflyo L&g

vere cold, to such extent that for two
weeks I could not sleep, during which
time I tried different medicines to
seek relief but all in vain. Accidentally I noticed in one of the newspapers
to which I am a subscriber, an advertisement of your preparation, "La
Sanadora," and having read the same
carefully, I sent for a bottle of that
medicine, and as soon as I took the
first dose according to directions given, instantly I felt great relief, the
fever and all pains I had been sufferand I could
ing having disappeared
regain my sleep, having passed the
night pleasantly, and today I feel In
good spirits having regained my usual
good health. As I cannot fully correspond the benefit received from the
effects of so Invaluable

medicine,

I

hasten to send you these lines as a
testimonial for publication, recommending "La Sanadora" to all those
suffering from the effects of colds.
Yours very truly,
MELITON CONCHA,

Leader of the Chihuahua Band.

I became sick with stomach trouble,
which soon ran into diarrhoea and
dysentery. I was treated by a doctor
here and also at Fort Stanton for
eight months at an expense of over
one hundred and fifty dolars. I also
tried a number of different patent
medicines, but got absolutely no relief.
My weight was reduced during this
time from one hundred and sixty
pounds to one hundred and twenty
pounds, and I had got into such a reduced condition that I could hardly
walk and could do no work at all. I
had lost all hope of ever being cured
but upon the recommendation of Ara-go- n
Bros. & Co., doing business here,
I made a trial of Sanadora and used It
as directed. The first bottle gave me
relief and by the time I had used
the third bottle by stomach was well
and my diarrhoea had stopped,, but I
continued taking the medicine until
I used six bottles In all, and now
can say I am completely cured and
have gained back my regular weight I
feel it my duty to testify to what Sanadora has done for me, and so make

this affidavit

Lincoln, New Mexico, Feb. 8, 1902.
PATRICIO MIRANDA (X) His Mark.
Territory of New Mexico,
Witness: B. H. MOELLER.
County of Lincoln.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
I, Patricio Miranda, a resident of
this
8th day of February, A, D. 1901
New
Lincoln,
Mexico, upon my oath
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS,
make this the following statement: (Seal)
That about the first of the year 1901
Notary Public.

Vegas, Ho
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OFFICIAL MATTERS.

Out
Closing

The 1905 Session

h

This is your opportunity, at reduced prices. Diamonds. Watches,
Cut 6Iass, Decorated China, Silverware, Clocks, and all other goods.

So

respect

Compilation of Insurance

H. BCartwright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GfOCEIS

Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
ATTENTION GIVEN MAlL ORDERS.

W. HICKOX, President

j j

S.

0.

CARTWRIQHT,

Sec'y and

Trea.

250 San Francisco Street,
rocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Aarket Telephone No. 40.
No.

TOP NOTCH brand of cream we ofRIPE OLIVES have always been
For
fer
those
in small cans at 5c each.
because
to
hard
carry in stock
In bulk would not keep and those in small families the small can is
glass were too high in price. We now
have them in pint and quart tins,
OUR MEAT MARKET carries all
Quality is right and price reasonable, the little specialties which make the
25c and 40c.
table more attractive to an uncertain
FRESH FISH at our meat market appetite, such as sweet breads, brains
each Wednesday and Friday during boiled ham, tripe, pigs feet, tender
Lent. We are handling the eastern loins, sausages of a great many varie
fish which are much preferable to the ties, genuine No. 1 quality packing
California vrrieties at this time of house meats, shipped by express, etc.
NEW FOREMAN in our bake shop
year.
He is putting out a number of the lat
FRESH POULTRY may be obtained
such as Cream Napoat our meat market on Mondays and est specialities
Scotch wafers, etc. His
Butter
leons,
trans
We
have
Fridays of each week.
cinnamon rolls and coffee cakes win
ferred this department to our meat
the approval of all.
market so that it may have expert at
MALTA CERES at 5c for a 15c pack
tention during the warm season.
age is a good seller.
NAVAL ORANGES from a fresh car
HAVE YOU tried those Chocolate
we are offering at reduced prices. Per
marshmallows in our candy de
dipped
box $2.75. per half box $1.50. Low
partment?
They are the best ever and
prices by the dozen.
the price only 35c pound.
COOKING APPLES in regular size
Also have them in ten cent boxes
boxes at 75c, are a bargain and that Nevin's chocolates in pound and half
is the way we are selling them now; pound boxes, very attractive packages
10 lbs. for 25c.
and delicious eating, are very good
PITTED OLIVES are extremely nice value at 50c and 25c.
in salads.
OLIVE toilet soap is
PALM
They are usually cut in
thin slices. Small bottles Ferndell mighty big bar of mighty fine soap for
brand 15c, larger bottles at higher 10c.
prices.
GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
CORONA BRAND sugar corn at two
cans for 25c is proving a good seller.
It Is of the shoe peg variety and of
good flavor. The cans are well filled.

collectors, said bonds being
for the safe keeping of school moneys
in their charge:
Bernalillo, Frank A. Hubbell, $25
Lea, $40,000, personal surety;....
000, personal surety; Chaves, J.
Lea, personal surety; Colfax, George J,
Pace, $40,000, personal surety; Dona
Ana, Oscar Lohman, $12,000, personal
surety; Eddy, John D. Walker, $20
000, personal surety; Grant, Arthur S
surety
Goodell, $40,000, personal
Leonard Wood, Camilo Sanchez, $10
000, personal surety; Lincoln, J. H,
Canning, $10,000;
surety
personal
Luna, C. J. Kelly, $12,000, personal
surety; McKinley, Palmer Kettner,
$10,000, personal surety; Mora, Daniel
Cassidy, $10,000,
personal surety
Otero, James C. Dunn, $10,000, person
al surety; Quay, Donald Stewart, $10
000, personal surety; Rio Arriba, Venceslao Jaramillo,
$10,00Q,
personal
surety; Roosevelt, John M. Faggard
$10,000, personal surety; Sandoval, E.
A. MIera, $10,000,
surety
personal
San Juan, William E. Williams, $10
are now in demand. We have enough 000, personal surety; San.- - Miguel
for all, both in bulk and in packages. Eugenio Romero, $30,000, personal
We will be pleased to order any varle surety;, Santa Fe, Celso Lopez, $20,
000, surety company; Sierra, J. C
ties of which we may be short.
Plemmons, $10,000, personal
surety
Socorro, Jose E. Torres, $15,000, per
sonal surety; Taos, Jose M. Medina,
$10,000, surety company;
Torrance
William Mcintosh, $10,000, personal
surety; Union, John F. Wolford, $20,
000, surety company; Valencia, Solo
mon Luna, $25,000, personal surety.

The Shingles on
Your House
can be made to look very
beautiful with Sherwin-Willia-

ms

Preservative

Shingle Stains (made with
creosote). Equally suitable for roofs or shingle
sidings. Creosote is the
best wood preservative
known. When combined
with coloring pigments it
produces a stain of great
beauty and one that effectually prevents decay
of the wood.
Set samples on wood at our store.

GOEBEL

The Hardware Dealer

Sulphur

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

other Spring Drugs

And

and Medicines. You will
find us at the old stand.

FBSCflp

.

m
DP

230 San Francisco Street

Santa Fe,

:

JV.

P.

WHERE IS PETER BORDER?
III

17

Information is Wanted Concerning a
Man Who Enlisted at Santa Fe in
First California Cavalry.
W. Wise, of 1959 Maple Avenue,
Los Angeles, California, writes to the
postmaster of Santa Fe for information concerning his cousin. If any of
the New Mexican readers know of the
man in question they will confer a favor by writing to the above address.
Mr. Wise's letter follows: "Dear Sir
George Border would like very muchs
to know the whereabouts of his broth
er, Peter Border, who enlisted In Company B, First California Cavalry, at
Santa Fe, and was discharged at Fort
Union, New Mexico. If you know or
can hear anything in regard to Peter
Border, please let me know and I will
be ever so thankful."
C.
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ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dudtow's Office Building.
Day Telepone 35.

Sundays and nights at Mrs. I. B. Hanna. Res. 113,
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REBECCA HARVEY
DIES NEAR LAS VEGAS.
At the residence of Mrs. B. Dailey
in Las Vegas, Monday evening, Mrs.
Rebecca A. Harvey, wife of H. A. Har
vey', the owner of the popular moun
tain resort near that city, died at the
age of 65 years of
OFFICIAL LAND
OFFICE BUSINESS, She and her husband came to New
The following homestead entries Mexico in 1882 and have since resided
were filed in the local United States on the present Harvey ranch. The
funeral took place today at Las Vegas
land office:
No. 8266, March 25, George A. Man- - and interment was made in the Mason-iCemetery.
NE
gum, Bloomfield, N. M., SW
NE
SW
E
sec
NW
tion 14, T 29 N, R 11 W, 160 acres in WILL ENDEAVOR TO
San Tuan County.
CUT OUT GAMBLING.
No. 8267, March 25, George H. Man
An
ticket will be put up
gum, Bloomfield, N. M., NE 4 NE
In spring election In Phoenix, Arizona,
S
NE
section 22, T 29 N, R 11
at which time a mayor and coum-.tlmeW. 120 acres in San Juan County.
The ticket is to bo
are to bo chosen
Final Homestead Entiles.
and
these behind the
The following final homestead en
tries were filed in the local United movement are already holding meetings
and preparing for public gatherings to
States Land Office:
No. 3537, March 27: Gus Johnson dlscui.-- i the Issue
section 35, T
Raton, N. M. NE
30 N, R 24 E, 160 acres In Colfax
RATON HAS A DOUBLE WEDDiNG.
County.
Misses
Maggie and Lizzie Stewart,
No. 3538, March 27: Bernardo Per
SW1-- 4 two sisters of Raton, were quietly marea, Trementina, N M., B
S 2 SB
section 34, T 14 N, R 24 ried at the home of their grandmother
n that city lait week to E." P. Hunter
E, 160 acres In San Miguel County.
and Irvln J. Stevens, Rev. Samuel Ma- Coal Declaratory Statement.
The following coal declaratory state gill officiating.
ments were filed In the local United
States land office:
LOS TANOS RESERVOIR
No. 110, March 27: Katherlne Eliz
TO BE ENLARGED.
abeth Bivins, Gallup, N. M. B 2 NW
The Rock Island Railway will goon
section 16, T 15 N, R 18 W, 80 acres commence the
work of enlarging the
in McKinley County.
Los Tanos Reservoir near Santa Rosa
Desert Land Entries.
The following .desert land entries and will pipe the water Into that town
were filed in the local United States for Its own use.
Land Office: ,
It Is an admitted fact that real es
No. 628, March 28: Frank H. RobNB tate, financial men and merchants all
erts, Farmington, N. M., SW
4,
SB 4 NW 4 section 12, T 29 N, sax that quickest and best results are
R 15 W, 80 acres In San Juan County. Mexican."
1--

Ho

is

Secretary Francisco Delgado were directed to make inquiries for a competent person, to f t as superintendent and teacher of the institution at
$800 a year, an unmarried man to be
given the preference. The board then
adjourned sine die.
The new board which consists of the
same members as the old board then
met and organized by electing Major
R. J. Palen, president and Francisco
Delgado, secretary and treasurer. The
other members are J. A. Wood, Samuel G. Cartwright and Grant Rivenburg. The board then adjourned subject to the call of the president.
Bonds of County Treasurers.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Hiram Hadley has approved the bonds
of the .following county treasurers and

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
0E0.

and Medicines
0 Drugs
fresh and

itor at a reasonable salary. A telephone was ordered placed in the janitor's room. President R. J. Palen and

N. M.

SANTA

stock of Spring

UR

of compilation has been well and carefully done and copies of the pamphlet
will be distributed by Superintendent
Perea to the insurance companies
throughout the Territory as well as to
interested parties.
Deaf and Dumb Asylum.
Yesterday afternoon a meeting of
the outgoing board of trustees of the
New Mexico asylum for the deaf and
dumb was held at the private office of
Major R. J. Palen at the First National Bank. All members were present
and Major R. J. Palen presided. The
secretary of the board reported that
he had in his hands as treasurer, the
sum of $3,726.83, which sum is deposited in the First Nation Bank. Messrs.
Grant Rivenburg and S. G. Cartwright
were appointed a committee to look
after the cleaning, grading and beautifying of the grounds of the asylum.
They were empowered to secure a jan-

INCORPORATED

PROMPT

Laws.

Superintendent of Insurance Pedro
Perea has compiled a pamphlet containing the existing insurance laws of
the Territory which will be ready for
distribution in a few days. The wort

SPITZ, Jeweler

3

Laws.

The New Mexican Printing Company is printing the laws passed by
the Thirty-sixtLegislative Assembly,
Considerable progress has been made,
It is believed that Secretary Raynolds
will be able to distribute the volumes
by May 1st, which will be the earliest
date of such distribution in the history of the Territory. The secretary
has a large force of clerks at work
preparing copy for the printer and
reading proof, while the New Mexican
Printing Company is pushing the type
setting and printing rapidly. The volume promises to be first class in every
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